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Dear Valued Clients,                             November 15, 2016 

 
 
We are pleased to present the 35th edition of our Thematic Research Across the Capital Structure (TRACS) report 
series, 2016 Post Election Outlook: A Compendium of Cross-Cap Insights and Investment Ideas.  
  
Electorate emotions have certainly run the gamut since the election – from despair and anxiety to surprise and elation. 
While the full implications of Donald Trump’s presidential win and Republican control of both the House and Senate are 
largely unknown, there are a few items that President–elect Trump has stated will be top priority. First and foremost is 
repealing and replacing the Affordable Care Act. Infrastructure projects, trade agreements, deportations, and plans to 
lower individual and corporate taxes have also been hot topics of discussion on the campaign trail.   
  
This report considers items at the top of Trump’s political agenda and the possible impact on the sectors we cover.  
A list of recommended companies based on the election results appears on page 9 along with sector snapshots on  
page 10. 
  
Sustainable trends and investment recommendations based on fundamentals continue to define Wells Fargo’s cross-
asset-class approach to research. As always, we welcome your comments and feedback. 
 

Sincerely, 
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ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 
 

Growth—The Supply Side: Principles 
 
“Growth is the single most important determinant of almost every aspect of economic 
performance.” Lawrence Summers, August 8, 2016, Washington Post 
 
Why begin with growth? Lack of growth has been a major source of discontent throughout the 
current economic recovery—lack of job growth, income and household standards of living. 
 
 The primary determinants of potential growth are the labor force, capital and productivity. Labor 

force growth is in a secular slowdown phase due to weakness in the growth of the working-age 
population and lower labor force participation. Growth in the pool of potential labor is slowing, and 
a smaller share of adults—both male and female—has been active in the labor force.  

 Since the 1960s, the percentage of males and females earning a bachelor’s degree or higher has 
risen steadily and now stands at 32 percent for both. The college enrollment rate for female 
students exceeds that of males and has since the early 1990s.  

 
Policy Actions 

 
 The new administration under Donald Trump will face an economy that has trudged along at a  

2 percent pace of real economic growth in recent years. The primary determinants of growth 
outlined above are increasing at a slow rate relative to past expansions, and it is on these areas on 
which the next administration must focus in order to spur faster economic growth.  

 
 

 

John E. Silvia, Ph.D. 
Chief Economist 

Sam Bullard 
Senior Economist 
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 Labor productivity growth has averaged about 0.5 percent since 2011, in contrast to the 2 percent 
plus averaged in the 25 years from 1982-2007. In addition, business investment has been 
disappointing this expansion. The pace of investment reflects the expected rate of return on 
investment, which, in turn, reflects the expected pace of final sales, interest rates and the cost of 
new versus existing capital as well as the level of capacity utilization.  

 Total factor productivity growth stands at -0.9 percent over the past four quarters and is consistent 
with a slower rate of potential growth.  

 For entrepreneurship, new firms as a share of the total have declined from about 1.3 percent in the 
1990s to about 1 percent in the 2000s to 0.7 percent today. For goods-producing firms, the rate is 
0.5 percent.  

 Economic policy uncertainty also affects the willingness of businesses to invest. Policy uncertainty 
was significantly higher during the first five years of the current administration, and this pattern 
may repeat itself over the next five years.  
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Capital and Entrepreneurship: Principles 

Policy Actions for the New President  

 Both productivity and entrepreneurship are driven by incentives as reflected by the expected rate 
of return on investments.  

 Lower corporate income taxes and less regulation, as Trump has proposed, should spur additional 
business spending and entrepreneurship at the margin. These in turn have the potential to boost 
productivity above the current anemic pace. Demographic changes and structural evolution in the 
economy, however, remain significant headwinds.  

 Economic policy uncertainty will likely be on the rise, as Republican control of the White House and 
Congress brings about the potential for significant shifts away from the status quo. Businesses may 
delay investment until the rules of the road are clear and policy uncertainty begins to dissipate.  
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 Consumer spending reflects the influence of expected lifetime income, interest rates and initial 
wealth. Changes in marginal income tax rates alter the willingness of consumers to spend in the 
short run, but unless these changes alter expected lifetime disposable income, there is no change 
to the pace of economic growth over the long run.  

 The share of personal income taxes paid by quintiles is highly skewed. The top quintile pays about  
two-thirds of federal taxes, and any change in this group’s tax burden would likely lead to a 
dynamic response and alter the pattern of consumer spending by product.  

 There has been an increase in the number of people covered by Medicaid mostly due to the 
Affordable Care Act expansion (which is funded by the federal government to a greater extent than 
other Medicaid programs). Households account for about 28 percent of total health spending. 

 In recent years, there has been a sharp focus on drug and medical device prices. In this case, we 
cannot overstate the importance of regulation and rule-making. In some cases, regulators could 
step up in opposition to policy propositions. In other cases, regulators could take action when 
legislative routes appear blocked.  
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Consumer Spending and Health Care: Principles  

Policy Actions for the New President  

 The Republican sweep will likely lead to heightened uncertainty and volatility in many sectors of the 
economy, but particularly in health care. With some or perhaps all elements of the Affordable Care 
Act now at risk of being altered or eliminated, and no immediately obvious replacement proposal, 
volatility and uncertainty seem likely. 

 For overall personal consumption, continued tightening in the labor market should support further 
consumer gains. Policy uncertainty could lead households to delay consumption until the future 
path of policy becomes clearer, although likely to a much lesser extent than business investment. 
Lower individual income taxes, if enacted, could provide some short-run fiscal stimulus.  
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 Some say trade is neither free nor fair. These are extreme strawmen that do not provide guidance 
for effective economic policy.  

 Comparative advantage provides a basis for understanding why production and trade happens in 
different countries. Yet, the Stolper-Samuelson theorem (an increase in the price of a good will 
cause an increase in the price of the input used intensively in that industry and a decrease in the 
price of the other input) illustrates that not everyone is better off with trade. This theorem and 
subsequent statistical verifications illustrate that unskilled workers producing traded goods in a 
high-skill country may be worse off as international trade increases.  

 Actual trade patterns reflect the existence of many non-tariff barriers as well as government 
actions to alter market-determined patterns of exchange rate and capital flows. 

 Trade also works in complex patterns. First, there are losers from protectionism as well as from 
more open trade relations. Consumers pay higher prices as do producers that utilize the protected 
products. Second, protectionism creates political special interest groups that engage in “rent 
seeking” to gain a comparative advantage through government intervention. International supply 
chains are complex, and political intervention alters the calculus for trading partners.  
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Trade: Principles for Shifting Out the Production Possibilities Curve 

Policy Actions for the New President 

 U.S. trade policy may change dramatically under the Trump administration. The probability of the 
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) passing is likely very low, at least in its current form. Trade 
relationships with China and Mexico, two of our top trading partners, could deteriorate.  

 We will monitor trade developments closely and update our global forecast and outlook accordingly 
in our Monthly Economic Outlook. Even prior to the U.S. election, our outlook for global real GDP 
growth in 2016 and 2017 was below the long-run trend. 
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 Investment projects should have a positive net present value and should add to the economy’s 
welfare (given that the focus of infrastructure is on improving productivity and national wealth—not 
just on creating jobs, many of which last only through the construction phase of a project). Many of 
the studies that point to the benefits of infrastructure investment overstate the benefits by 
including all of the activity generated from project construction, but exclude the lost activity from 
the taxes raised to pay for the project.  

 Administrative barriers are a central issue for any project. While comments have been focused on 
the amount spent on infrastructure, very little is mentioned about how the money is spent  
(e.g., regulatory challenges, legal challenges). Finally, there is the concern that the lack of “shovel-
ready” projects will repeat the experience of the 2009 fiscal stimulus.  

 Energy remains a central input to growth. Yet, like infrastructure, energy policy reflects the 
influence of political judgments on climate change, which could result in different outcomes for the 
private sector than would have occurred absent intervention.  
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Infrastructure and Energy: Principles on Inputs or Barriers to Growth?  

Policy Actions for the New President 
 President-elect Trump’s calls for additional infrastructure spending face challenges over the 

practicality and efficiency of such spending. As illustrated by Larry Summers in his article on the 
Anderson River bridge in Cambridge as well as recent experience with the 2009 stimulus package, 
administrative barriers are a central issue even once the proposal itself has been written, debated, 
wrangled over and passed. In addition, given Trump’s ambitious infrastructure spending 
suggestions, he may face some challenges if the spending is not offset and is deficit financed.  

 On energy, many decisions will be made at the federal agency and state levels. Agencies such as 
the EPA will make critical decisions on alternative and traditional energy economics. State decisions 
on fracking could also influence energy usage and prices.  
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 Temporary fiscal policy changes do not alter the long-term path of the economy, jobs and 
household incomes. If short-term stimulus programs were the magic to growth, then Japanese 
fiscal policy would be the model of success. It has not been.  

 For households and businesses that must make long-term plans on saving, spending and investing, 
the endless alterations to tax and spending programs have increased uncertainty. These alterations 
have also raised the cost of doing business, the cost of hiring workers and diminished household 
longer-run financial success. Altering marginal tax rates among income groups does not increase 
aggregate demand, but instead reallocates short-term spending among income groups.  

 The share of federal taxes paid by the top 20 percent of the population is about 69 percent. 

 There is no free lunch. The cost of free programs is revealed in higher taxpayer burdens in the 
future as well as less access to “free” services and reduced credit access.  

 Targeted spending and tax programs change the rates of return on alternative projects, thereby 
changing the allocation of resources away from what the private market would do, all else being equal. 
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Fiscal Policy: Principles for the Short Term  

Policy Actions for the New President 

 In the short run, the potential for greater infrastructure and defense spending, coupled with lower 
corporate and individual income taxes, has the potential to boost aggregate demand and provide a 
stimulatory jolt. How to pay for these stimulatory measures, however, remains more opaque. 

 While lower taxes should encourage greater labor force participation and business investment at 
the margin, this alone may not alter long-run economic growth. Other considerations, such as 
changes to immigration and education policy, also have the potential to influence the path of 
potential growth.  
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 The main drivers of fiscal imbalance over the long run are continued growth in major health care 
programs, Social Security and net interest spending. As reported by the Congressional Budget 
Office (CBO), current fiscal policy, especially for entitlements, is unsustainable over the long run. 
Moreover, the combination of entitlement and interest expense on the national debt leaves very 
little room for additional discretionary spending. According to one article in the Wall Street Journal, 
by 2020 the United States will begin to spend more on Medicare and Social Security than  
the programs collect in interest income and taxes. The national debt-to-GDP ratio has doubled 
since 2007. 

 As evidenced by both the European and Japanese experience, the rise of sovereign debt limits the 
ability of fiscal policy authorities to undertake fiscal stimulus.  

 To increase economic growth and increase the availability of jobs in the future, long-run fiscal 
policy must focus on the incentives that drive work/leisure decisions for households and saving and 
investment in the broader private sector.  
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Fiscal Policy: Principles for the Long Term 

Policy Actions for the New President 

 Trump has largely promised to uphold entitlements benefits and expand discretionary spending in 
areas such as infrastructure and defense. CBO projections indicate that there is little additional 
room for more discretionary domestic spending and entitlement expansion given current 
commitments. President Trump’s tax proposals only make the fiscal math more challenging.  

 Meanwhile, the elevated debt/GDP ratio in the current economy will put a significant constraint on 
the ability of the Trump administration to add to the national debt without affecting interest rates 
and inflation expectations. Adding more debt now creates the challenge of expanding fiscal 
stimulus during the next economic downturn. 
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 Exchange rates set the benchmark for the relative price of goods and services around the globe. 
When set in the private marketplace, they reflect the underlying fundamentals of expected growth, 
inflation and central bank policy. Of course, observed exchange rates reflect the influence of state 
policies on capital flows and managed exchange rates.  

 With monetary policy based on floating rates, as in the U.S., easy monetary policy would 
fundamentally be consistent with a weaker currency. Lower rates would spur investment spending 
and, in depreciating the currency, would also boost net exports. Incomes/output would be higher, 
while the exchange rate and interest rates would be lower. 

 For fiscal policy with a floating exchange rate, easy fiscal policy would tend to boost 
incomes/output and increase the transactions demand for money, thereby putting upward pressure 
on interest rates/yields and/or influencing the central bank’s policy approach. With interest rates 
higher, there would be some appreciation of the currency. Some potential offsets to growth could 
occur if a stronger exchange rate led to some decline in net exports.  
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Foreign Exchange: Principles  

Policy Actions for New President 

 A Trump administration is likely to favor an easy monetary/easier fiscal policy combination, which 
would reflect the fundamentals outlined earlier. 

 Another key consideration is chairmanship of the Federal Open Market Committee. While we expect 
Chair Yellen to finish out her term, it remains unclear whether President Trump will reappoint her. 
He has been critical in the past, but now as President he may favor her more cautious approach to 
tightening monetary policy. 
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Principal Financial Group (PFG) 46 

PSEG Power LLC (PEG) 42 

Sprint Corporation (S) 73, 74 

Teck Resources Ltd. (TCKBCN) 71 

Terex Corporation (TEX) 69 

The Coca-Cola Co. (KO) 25 

The Hartford Financial Services Group (HIG) 48 

The GEO Group, Inc. (GEO) 78 

Thermo Fischer Scientific, Inc. (TMO) 56 

Time Warner Cable (TWC) 73 

Tyson Foods, Inc. (TSN) 27 

United States Steel Corp. (X) 71 

Webster Financial, Inc. (WBS) 50 

Westinghouse Air Brake Technologies (WAB) 64  



SNAPSHOTS 

WHAT EFFECT DOES THE ELECTION RESULT HAVE ON YOUR SECTOR? Positive Mixed Negative 

Strategy 

Credit Strategy—Investment Grade & High Yield Corporate Credit ▪ George Bory, CFA; 
Winifred Cisar; Trey Winslet, CFA 

√ 
The Republican agenda should be good for credit spreads (i.e., tighter) but not so great for bond prices 
overall (i.e., lower). Page 17 
  

Global Rate Strategy ▪ Mike Schumacher, CFA; Boris Rjavinski 

√ The prospect of fiscal stimulus suggests that the budget deficit will worsen, and therefore Treasury supply 
should increase. Fed hikes = intermediate treasury curve flattens. Merkel out and/or Italian constitution 
referendum vote is “no” = curve flattens. Page 18 
 

Municipal Bonds 

State and Local Government, Tax Reform ▪ Natalie R. Cohen 
√  

 President-elect Trump’s proposals, along with bi-partisan interest in tax reform could, over the longer 
term, negatively affect tax exemption. Page 20 

Not-for-Profit-Hospitals ▪ George Huang 

√ The direction of health care reform will likely fundamentally change, exposing NFP hospitals to greater 
downside financial risk and uncertainty. Page 21 
 

Infrastructure Finance ▪ Randy Gerardes 
√ 
 

The prospects of less legislative gridlock and Trump’s promises to rebuild U.S. infrastructure and rollback 
greenhouse gas regulations for electricity generators are modest positives for municipal infrastructure 
finance. Page 22 
 

Higher Education ▪ Roy Eappen 

√ President-elect Donald Trump did not provide a formal higher education platform. At the local level 
however, there are a few ballot measures that provide some gains in higher education. Page 23 
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WHAT EFFECT DOES THE ELECTION RESULT HAVE ON YOUR SECTOR? 

Positive Mixed Negative 

Consumer 

Beverage ▪ Bonnie Herzog; Bryan C. Hunt, CFA; Todd Duvick, CFA 

√ 
We expect the election results to generally impact the Beverage sector favorably by reducing the risk of 
broad sugar taxes and potentially improving corporate tax rates and the ability of multinational companies 
to repatriate cash held overseas in a tax-efficient manner. However, the “Trump Effect” may hurt Mexico 
sales and exports. Page 24 
 

Food ▪ Bryan C. Hunt, CFA; Todd Duvick, CFA 

√ Potential trade restrictions pose the biggest headwind for export-heavy protein processors. Companies 
with significant operations in Mexico that import production into the U.S. may be under pressure. Page 26 
  

Homebuilding and Building Products ▪ Stephen East, CFA 

√ New construction relies heavily upon immigrant labor, primarily from Mexico and Central America.  
A reduction in the available workforce could increase labor costs and lengthen delivery times. Trump’s 
opposition to Janet Yellen and low interest rates could become a headwind. Page 28 
 

Restaurants ▪ Jeff Farmer, CFA 

√ 
Republican control of both houses of Congress and the presidency should be a positive for the restaurant 
sector as we expect it to result in a more moderate pace of wage rate inflation than would have been seen 
with Democratic control. The ACA nonparticipation penalty jumped to $695 in 2016, which led to fewer 
employees waving coverage and increased restaurant company health care costs. If the tax penalties for 
the uninsured are eliminated, coverage rates and restaurant health care costs could fall. Page 32 
 

Retail ▪ Ike Borochow; Grant Jordan; Todd Duvick, CFA 

√ 
Corporate tax rates will most likely be lowered along with an increased ability to repatriate foreign 
earnings. Increased tariffs on imports from China potentially could increase COGS. Given the uncertainty 
of a Trump presidency, high-end consumers may actually rein in spending while lower-end consumers 
may face inflation headwinds. Page 34 
 

Tobacco ▪ Bonnie Herzog; Bryan C. Hunt, CFA; Todd Duvick, CFA 

√ The California tax will likely hurt cig industry volumes, but the Trump win may dampen odds of a rate 
hike, and thus sector rotation. Page 36 
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WHAT EFFECT DOES THE ELECTION RESULT HAVE ON YOUR SECTOR? 

Positive Mixed Negative 

Energy 

Exploration & Production, Oilfield Services and Refining ▪ Judson E. Bailey, CFA;  
Gordon Douthat, CFA; David R. Tameron, Roger Read; S. Ross Payne, CFA; James Spicer 

√ 
Easing of environmental/fracking regulations, potentially less funding for alternative energy sources and 
incremental drilling activity both on and off-shore would positively affect service providers. Page 38 
  

Pipelines and Master Limited Partnerships ▪ Michael ;Blum; James Spicer;  
S. Ross Payne, Jr., CFA 

√ We believe that under a Trump presidency, there will be considerable pressure to stick to the rulings of 
federal judges in advancing pipeline projects, although such projects could still face state and local 
opposition. Page 40 
 

Regulated & Diversified Utilities ▪ Sarah Akers, CFA; Neil Kalton, CFA; Kamal Patel 

√ 
While President-elect Trump has made clear a desire to support coal, we expect to see continued 
investment in renewable resources, particularly wind in the near term given attractive economics. We do 
not expect a meaningful change in utilities’ behavior and investment decisions given market forces, state 
and regional clean-energy policies. Page 41 
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WHAT EFFECT DOES THE ELECTION RESULT HAVE ON YOUR SECTOR? 

Positive Mixed Negative 

Financial Services 

Brokers, Asset Managers & Exchanges ▪ Christopher Harris, CFA 

√ The Republican sweep suggests a less burdensome regulatory framework and an uncertain future for the 
Labor Department’s fiduciary rule set to take effect in April 2017. Any material scale-back appears bullish 
for asset manager and broker names. Page 43 
  

Life Insurance ▪ Sean R. Dargan; Robert Hauff 

√ 
In recent years, the fundamentals of the life insurance industry have deteriorated due to pressure from 
persistently low long-term interest rates. We believe the election of Donald Trump could have a positive 
impact on the sector should interest rates steadily rise, while reduced regulation could have the mixed 
outcome of benefiting shareholders and offering less protection for creditors. Page 45 
 

Non-Life Insurance ▪ Elyse Greenspan, CFA; Robert Hauff 

Positives such as lower corporate taxes and higher interest rates leading to stronger earnings and ROEs 
are balanced against the negatives of higher inflation, dampening reserve releases and margins. Page 47 
 

√ 
 

U.S. Banks ▪ Matthew H. Burnell; Jared Shaw; James Strecker, CFA 
√ 
 

Potential regulatory relief in the form of moderation of Dodd-Frank is a positive, particularly for regional 
and mid-cap banks, if the SIFI designation is raised to $250 billion. From the banks’ perspective, higher 
rates and/or a steeper curve are typically positive for sentiment and fundamental performance. Page 49 
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WHAT EFFECT DOES THE ELECTION RESULT HAVE ON YOUR SECTOR? 

Positive Mixed Negative 

Health Care 

Biotechnology ▪ Jim Birchenough, MD 

√ 

Overall, the incoming administration and Republican-controlled House and Senate are likely more friendly 
to biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies. Our expert contacts suggest that significant resistance by 
the House Republican majority to President Elect Trump’s call for price negotiation with drug makers would 
likely leave intact the non-interference provision of law preventing price negotiation. Clearly, the U.S. 
election result has been viewed positively by investors as it removes an overhang regarding potential 
changes to drug reimbursement and scrutiny of high priced biotech drugs by Democrats. Page 51 

 

Healthcare Facilities and Services ▪ Gary Lieberman, CFA; R. Duncan Brown;  
Ryan Halstead 

√ 
We estimate that the ACA represents a mid- to high-single digit EBITDA benefit to 2016 estimates for 
names in our universe. We think it is unlikely that the 20 million people who obtained insurance as a 
result of ACA will lose coverage entirely; however, it is unclear how many people will be covered under a 
potential replacement plan. The repeal of the ACA significantly reduces the likelihood of Medicaid 
expansion, which would have benefitted hospital companies operating in the 19 states that have not 
already expanded Medicaid. Page 53 
 

Life Science Tools, Services & Diagnostics ▪ Tim Evans; Kyle Roland 

√ If the pharma and biotech industries enjoy an easier environment under a Republican administration, 
which the market seems to expect, then pharma derivatives should also benefit. Page 55 
 

Managed Care/Ancillary Benefits ▪ Peter H. Costa 

√ 
The Medicaid expansion and ACA exchanges will likely be targeted for repeal via the budget reconciliation 
process; however, the intention is to offer an alternative for people who might lose insurance. Offsetting 
this negative are the potential repeal of the health insurer fees (blamed for higher premiums) and 
strengthening the Medicare Advantage (MA) program to help manage Medicare costs. Page 57 
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WHAT EFFECT DOES THE ELECTION RESULT HAVE ON YOUR SECTOR? 

Positive Mixed Negative 

Industrial 

Aerospace & Defense ▪ Sam J. Pearlstein; Donovan M. Chaney; James P. Dunn, Jr., CFA 
√ The trajectory of Department of Defense (DoD) spending over the next several years is unclear, but we 

believe both Congress and Trump want to increase spending. Page 59 

Automotive Suppliers ▪ Richard M. Kwas, CFA; David H. Lim, Eric Isch 

√ Mexico and Canada comprised 32% of total North American light vehicle production in 2015. Tariffs on 
Canadian and Mexican production would increase vehicle costs, reduce consumer affordability and could 
negatively affect manufacturer margins. Page 61 

Diversified Industrials ▪ Allison Poliniak-Cusik, CFA 
√ Advancing policies to drive economic growth, particularly in the area of infrastructure would broadly 

benefit industrial companies. Transportation is likely a key market to benefit. Page 63 

Electrical and Industrial Products ▪ Rich Kwas, CFA; Lee Brading, CFA; 
James P. Dunn, Jr. CFA 

√ While potential renegotiation of NAFTA could increase manufacturing costs, the potential for a lower 
corporate tax rate and foreign earnings repatriation, reduced regulation and infrastructure/energy 
investment would be incrementally beneficial to many in our coverage universe. Page 65 

Equipment Rentals, Engineering & Construction ▪ Justin Ward 

√ Infrastructure spending could result in a 15% step-up to non-residential construction. All else equal, we 
believe an infrastructure plan in that ballpark would be a significant tailwind to companies with meaningful 
exposure to U.S. non-residential construction. Page 67 

Machinery ▪ Andrew Casey; Donovan M. Chaney; James P. Dunn, Jr., CFA 

√ Combining increased infrastructure investment with potential decreases in regulations and corporate tax 
rates could drive significant increases to U.S. capital equipment expenditures, which is particularly 
beneficial for construction equipment manufacturers. Page 68 

Metals & Mining ▪ James P. Dunn, Jr., CFA; David Deterding 

√ We believe a Trump administration would likely ease regulations that have crimped metals & mining 
markets in recent years, most notably in the form of Obama’s Clean Power Plan, which has weighed on 
domestic coal markets. Page 70 
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WHAT EFFECT DOES THE ELECTION RESULT HAVE ON YOUR SECTOR? 

Positive Mixed Negative 

Media & Telecommunications 

Telecom, Cable & Media ▪ Jennifer M. Fritzsche; Marci Ryvicker, CFA, CPA; Davis Hebert; 
Nicole Black 

√ 
The key part of the election that will most affect our space will likely be the constitution of the FCC and 
the FTC following the election. Historically a Republican administration has been more pro-business and a 
lighter regulatory touch. Both of these bode well for telecom and cable sectors. We expect a Republican 
FCC to make a big push to roll back some of the regulations put in place under President Obama, such as 
the Title II/Net Neutrality rules. There may also be a push to roll back some or all of what the FCC just did 
on privacy. Page 72 
  

Real Estate, Gaming & Lodging 

Gaming ▪ Cameron McKnight, Dennis Farrell, Jr. 

√ 
We don’t generally view the Republican party as pro-gaming, even though Mr. Trump will be the first 
former casino owner to become president, and LVS’s CEO is a prominent Republican backer. Indirectly, 
higher interest rates, lower health care costs, re-energized regional voters/consumers and a change in 
relations with China could impact the industry. Page 75 
  

Prison REITs ▪ Robert R. LaQuaglia, CFA, CMT; Kevin McClure, CFA 

√ 
While sentencing reform has bi-partisan support and federal prison populations—specifically within the 
Bureau of Prisons (BOP)—are likely to continue their downward trend over time, we believe election 
results could slow that pace and further present upside within immigrant detention as Trump institutes 
stricter border control policies. Page 77 
 

Technology & Services 

Government Services ▪ Edward S. Caso, Jr., CFA 
Limited 
impact 

Government services providers should see a traditional short-term pause in award activity, but no 
meaningful change in spending priorities for 1-2 years. The vast majority of work for the sector is ongoing 
support under multiyear contracts that offer very high re-compete win rates. Page 79 
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CREDIT STRATEGY 
 

Investment Grade &  
High Yield Corporate Credit 

The short message for corporate credit investors is that the Republican agenda should be good for 
credit spreads (i.e., tighter) but not so great for bond prices overall (i.e., lower). Technicals should 
remain in flux as the balance between bond prices and credit spreads plays out. 
  
Key Considerations and Investment Changes 
  
 Credit fundamentals should improve as corporate tax cuts and less regulation boost corporate 

earnings. 

 Technicals should remain supportive, as a strong USD supports inflows into U.S. credit, while 
higher yields may curtail bond issuance.  

 Credit spreads should narrow due to higher yields and a steeper yield curve. 

 High yield should outperform investment grade due to shorter duration and higher economic beta 
sensitivity. 

  
 Upgraded HY to Tactical Overweight from Market Weight; Maintain IG Market Weight 

 
Sector Re-Rack: 
 
 Overweight   Underweight 
IG Energy   IG Industrials 
IG Materials (from M/W)  IG Consumer Staples (from M/W) 
  

HY Communication   HY Health Care (from M/W) 
HY Industrials (from U/W) 

  
 International credit is a mixed bag. Europe is well protected by the Corporate Sector Purchase 

Programme (CSPP), while LatAm is directly exposed to protectionist trade policies in the United 
States. China and broader Asia remain unknowns.  
 

  
 

 

George Bory, CFA  
Head of Credit Strategy 

Winifred Cisar 
High Yield Strategist 

 

Trey Winslet, CFA 
Investment Grade Strategist 

TRACS Vol. 35 ▪ November 2016 Integrated Research & Economics 
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GLOBAL RATE STRATEGY 
 

Rate Strategy 

Rate market investors now need to consider the impact of fiscal stimulus. The shift to single- 
party control of the U.S. government makes tax reductions or spending programs viable. This change 
means that monetary policy is no longer the only game in town. 
 
 The long end of the Treasury curve should continue to steepen. The 10s/30s area steepened 

substantially in the 24 hours following the election, and we consider that a prelude. The prospect of 
fiscal stimulus suggests that the budget deficit will worsen, and therefore Treasury supply should 
increase. We think the effect will be largest on long-term bonds. 
 

 In our opinion, the December FOMC meeting is the biggest remaining catalyst this year 
for U.S. bonds. We expect the Fed to tighten 25bps next month as long as the implied probability 
is at least 60%. It is far above that level currently. The intermediate area of the Treasury curve 
should flatten substantially if the Fed hikes rates. 
 

 Do not ignore European political risk. In our view, the December 4 referendum on the Italian 
constitution is getting too little attention. Germany could also drive volatility. There is at least some 
chance that Chancellor Merkel decides not to seek reelection next year, and makes the 
announcement at the CDU party conference December 5-7. If either Italy votes “no” or Mrs. Merkel 
opts out, markets very likely will go into risk-off mode. Here again, the result should be flattening 
for intermediate Treasuries. 

  
 

 

Mike Schumacher, CFA 
Head of Global Rate Strategy 

Boris Rjavinski 
Senior Strategist 
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 We expect 2yr and 3yr Treasury yields to rise substantially if the Fed tightens. The 2yr rate could 
reach 1.20%, and perhaps go even higher, within a few months. 

 The 10yr Treasury yield soared in the immediate aftermath of the election. However, it probably 
would rise only a tad if the Fed hiked. In our experience, a major central bank can control rates out 
to the 2yr or 3yr area, but 10yr yields are determined in the global market. To this point, yields of 
Treasuries, Bunds, and Japanese Government Bonds have correlated highly in recent months. 

 Consequently, we expect the Fed hike to put an end to the post-election steepening in the 
intermediate area of the U.S. Treasury curve. Clients who want to position actively for curve 
flatteners can use cash Treasuries, or derivatives such as interest rate swaps. 

TRACS Vol. 35 ▪ November 2016 Integrated Research & Economics 

Investment Idea—Rates 
Three- to 10-year area of the Treasury curve to flatten significantly 
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MUNICIPAL BONDS 
 

State and Local Government, Tax Reform 

What effect do the election results have on your sector? Negative 
 

Elections at the state and local level were positive, with numerous bond measures 
approved. On the other hand, President-elect Trump’s proposals, along with bi-partisan 
interest in tax reform could, over the longer term, negatively affect tax exemption. There 
were 165 statewide ballot measures including more than $250 billion transportation issues voted on. 
One estimate was that there were 590 state, school and local government bond measures totaling 
$66.8 billion. A select few are noted below: 
 
 California voters authorized $9 billion bond issue for education infrastructure 

(Proposition 51), including K-12, charter schools and community colleges. 

 California voters also extended the income tax hike (Proposition 55) for an additional 12 
years, which provides an additional revenue source mainly for K-12 schools and 
community colleges.  

 Mass Transit received approval for $175 billion dedicated taxes. Atlanta, Los Angeles 
County, King County, Washington, and San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit are a few of the 
beneficiaries.  

 Interestingly, both Illinois and New Jersey voters passed “lockbox” type proposals to 
keep existing transportation revenues (gas taxes, license fees, etc.) for transportation 
spending only and not for general government purposes.  
 

Tax-reform proposals could gain momentum and most appear to eliminate or reduce the 
value of tax exempt bonds. However, we believe it is going to be some time before the new 
administration settles in, proposals get turned into viable bills, which are then debated, then have to 
pass both House and Senate and get signed by the president. The collaboration required to 
accomplish this is not apparent at this time. Plus, the major part of lowering tax rates (which makes 
tax exemption less valuable) substantially reduces revenue to the federal government, which would 
either result in major program cuts (think entitlements) or a substantially widened deficit and 
consequently higher federal debt (not a savory brew). Instead we envision lots of headline risk 
throughout this process (this election has been a journalist’s dream), which could create buying 
opportunities when markets sell off.  

 

Natalie R. Cohen  
Head of Municipal Research 
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MUNICIPAL BONDS 
 

Not-for-Profit-Hospitals 

What effect do the election results have on your sector? Negative 
 

We expect full Republican control of the White House and Congress to have a negative 
effect on not-for-profit (NFP) hospitals, as the direction of health care reform will likely 
fundamentally change, exposing NFP hospitals to greater downside financial risk and 
uncertainty.  
 
 Republicans are committed to “repealing and replacing” the Affordable Care Act (ACA), but quickly 

developing replacement legislation and enabling an orderly transition of the newly insured (under 
public health insurance exchanges [HIEs] and Medicaid expansion) will be challenging, given policy 
differences within the party and a need to develop detailed legislation. Though details on a 
replacement plan are limited, the expected elimination of the ACA’s key access to care provisions 
would be a negative credit factor, likely causing uninsured and uncompensated care levels to rise 
significantly from current levels.  

 In addition, payment reforms that affect hospitals and other providers will likely be difficult to 
repeal given their positive budgetary impact in reducing the federal deficit. We also believe the 
industry’s shift to a value-based reimbursement orientation from the traditional fee-for-service 
paradigm is unlikely to be reversed, as significant capital, organizational, and clinical investments 
have already been made. However, we believe effective implementation of an ACA replacement 
plan will not occur until 2018, so hospitals should have some time to develop contingencies.  

 Many House Republican reform ideas will likely be pursued. However, proposals such as 
allowing inter-sale of insurance and “big” reform ideas, like Medicare premium support and capping 
the employer-sponsored insurance (ESI) tax exclusion, which have the potential to cause 
significant disruption to the health care system and individuals, may face an uphill battle. Long-
sought proposals such as Medicaid block grants (or more recently proposed Medicaid per capita 
allotments) are likely more readily achievable. Even with a likely repeal of the ACA, we continue to 
believe that the popularity of ESI high-deductible health plans will continue to spread along with 
rising cost-sharing requirements. Hospitals have already reported a troubling renewal in bad debt 
development as a result. If this trend holds, and Medicaid block grants and Medicare premium 
support plans are also passed, hospitals would be at higher risk for more bad debt accumulation, in 
our opinion. 

 

George Huang 
Senior Municipal Research Analyst 
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MUNICIPAL BONDS 
 

Infrastructure Finance 

How do the election results affect your sector? Positively
   
“Clean Sweep” by Republicans of Executive and Legislative Branches a Modest Positive. This 
is based on the prospects of less gridlock and Trump’s campaign promises to rebuild U.S. 
infrastructure and roll back greenhouse gas regulations that have increased uncertainty for electricity 
generators, particularly those with a high proportion of coal-fired generation. 
 
 Republican Controlled Congress Might Be More Receptive: President-elect Trump has proposed 

spending anywhere between $500 billion and $1.0 trillion on infrastructure over the next 10 years. In 
a recent speech in Gettysburg, PA, Trump pledged to introduce the “American Energy & 
Infrastructure Act.” Trump has suggested a repatriation of corporate earnings as a funding option 
and is reportedly open to a national infrastructure bank, which has been proposed for many years 
with bipartisan support but ultimately with little buy-in from Congress. Trump’s infrastructure 
proposals have little detail on how they would be funded, and House Committee Chairman Bill 
Schuster has stated any proposed legislation in the Republican-led House must be paid for. Over the 
past eight years, Congress, particularly the House, has been quite fiscally conservative, but there is 
hope that Congress will be more willing to play ball with a Republican leading the executive branch.  
 

 Changing Energy Policy Could Offer Relief For Utilities: President-elect Trump supports “clean 
coal” and wants to roll back many of President Obama’s climate regulations, including the Clean 
Power Plan (CPP). At this point, the Clean Power Plan’s fate rests in the hands of the judicial 
system. However, Senate Republicans may still find it difficult to make legislative changes to the 
Clean Air Act, the easiest legislative way to reverse current energy policy for a more favorable coal 
agenda, in our opinion. A pro coal agenda would also benefit from the expiration of renewable tax 
incentives. Revenue from the expiration of federal renewal tax incentives might be used as a “pay 
for” for other infrastructure spending. A combination of regulatory relief for coal and the expiration 
of renewable energy incentives may be enough to improve the economics for coal generation in 
certain regions of the country providing relief to electric utilities that are largely against the Clean 
Power Plan.  

Randy Gerardes 
Senior Municipal Research Analyst 
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MUNICIPAL BONDS 
 

Higher Education 

What effect do the election results have on your sector? Positive 
 
At the Federal level, there is not much to report with respect to higher education, as 
President-elect Donald Trump has not provided a formal higher education platform. At the local level 
however, there were a few ballot measures that provide some gains in higher education. Among those 
introduced this November at the state level are: 
 
 Increased Tax Revenue for Higher Ed.—Two approved measures that legalize marijuana use 

devote a portion of tax revenue gains to higher education. They are California’s Proposition 64, 
which provides research funding to study the initiative and Arkansas’ Issue 6, which would support 
technical institutes and vocational schools. California’s Proposition 55 approval extends an income 
tax increase on high-income earners; the initiative provides 11% to Californian community 
colleges. 

 State Legislature Control Strengthened. Louisiana’s Amendment 2 was defeated; it would have 
allowed higher educational systems to determine tuition and fees without permission from the state 
legislature. South Dakota’s Amendment R passed; it would move control of post-secondary 
technical institutions away from the board of regents and into an entity determined by the state 
legislature. 

 Approved Bond Measures. Rhode Island (Question 4) approved $45.5 million in general 
obligation debt for the University of Rhode Island. New Mexico (Bond Question C) would issue $142 
million in general obligation debt targeted to higher education, special schools and tribal schools. 
Both measures were approved. 

Other notable measures on Election Day: 
 

 Alabama’s Amendment 1. This passed measure would add additional members to Auburn 
University’s board of trustees in an effort to increase diversity. 

 Alaska’s Ballot Measure 2. This measure would enable state general obligation debt to be used 
for post-secondary student loans. The measure was defeated. 

 
 

Roy Eappen  
Senior Municipal Research Analyst 
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CONSUMER 
 

Beverages 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Mixed 
 

Republican-Led Government Should Reduce Tax Risk; “Trump Effect” May Hurt Mexican 
Sales/Imports—We expect the election results to generally impact the Beverage sector favorably by 
reducing the risk of broad sugar taxes and potentially improving corporate tax rates and the ability of 
multinational companies to repatriate cash held overseas in a tax-efficient manner. However, we 
believe companies with high exposures to Mexico and those that import goods from Mexico (STZ), 
may be negatively impacted by potential tariffs on imports and a decline in the Mexican Peso. 
 
 Risk of Broad Sugar Taxes Likely Lower. Over the past several years, we have seen numerous 

countries (e.g., Mexico, UK, France) institute taxes on sugar-sweetened beverages. This practice 
has been adopted by several cities in the U.S. (Berkeley, California and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 
in addition to four new cities this election: San Francisco, California; Oakland, California; Albany, 
California; and Boulder, Colorado with expectations for Cook County, Illinois to adopt it in a vote 
this Thursday as well. While we think the risk of a broader adoption of sugar taxes across the 
country is fairly limited given the limited evidence that these taxes serve their intended purpose of 
reducing obesity, we think the Republican-led government reduces that risk further, to the benefit 
of KO, DPS, PEP, and MNST.  

 

 Tax Regime May Improve For All, Particularly For Cash Repatriation—We believe the 
Republican-led government will likely adopt corporate-friendly tax policies, which would benefit all 
beverage manufacturers, particularly those with extensive cash overseas (KO), whereby these 
companies may be able to repatriate some of these funds in a tax-efficient manner. 

 

 “Trump Effect” May Hurt Mexico Sales and Exports. President-elect Trump’s platform of 
isolationism, particularly as it relates to Mexico, will likely have negative repercussions for beverage 
manufacturers. STZ imports its beer brands from Mexico, and may be subject to significant tariffs 
in the future. We note, this would likely be offset by lower manufacturing costs in light of a 
devalued Mexican peso. The majority of other U.S. beverage companies have a sizable exposure to 
Mexico as a percentage of total sales—KO (~5%), PEP (~12%), and DPS (~8%)—which could be 
negatively affected by a deterioration in the Mexican peso and the broader Mexican economy. 

 
 

 

Bonnie Herzog 
Senior Equity Analyst 
 

Bryan C. Hunt, CFA 
Senior High Yield Analyst 

Todd Duvick, CFA  
Senior Investment Grade Analyst 
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 We believe Trump’s election may have a negative impact on STZ, which manufactures all its beer 
(~55% of total sales) in Mexico, based on: (1) the potential for free trade agreements with Mexico 
to be unwound, increasing taxes, potentially hurting sales and/or profitability for its beer business 
in the U.S.; and (2) potential reduction in purchases in the U.S. if Trump enacts some of his stated 
intentions to deport undocumented Mexicans (who likely disproportionally drink Mexican imported 
beer). 

 However, we think any potential changes to trade agreements could be several years out (if at all), 
and in the interim, we expect STZ to benefit from a cheaper Mexican peso, which should improve 
margins given that STZ manufactures all of its beer in Mexico. We believe the negative reaction in 
the stock is overdone, and therefore recommend investors buy the stock on the weakness.  
We reiterate our Outperform rating as we continue to see long-term upside in the stock. 

TRACS Vol. 35 ▪ November 2016 Integrated Research & Economics 

Investment Idea | Equity  
Constellation Brands, Inc. (STZ) ▪ Equity ▪ Outperform ▪ Bonnie Herzog 
 

 We believe a change in tax policy that permits foreign cash repatriation could be positive for Coca-
Cola Co., although any ultimate impact would depend on how management would deploy the 
foreign cash. In recent years, Coca-Cola’s foreign cash and domestic debt balances have increased 
at a similar rate, resulting in an increase in gross leverage to 4.0x debt/EBITDA on an LTM basis, 
while its net leverage has remained around 2.0x. In the event the company were able to repatriate 
foreign cash in a tax-efficient manner, we believe it would need to deploy a sizeable portion to debt 
reduction in order to maintain its current credit rating. While management has indicated it likes its 
current credit rating, it has not stated a commitment to that rating or a leverage target, which we 
believe creates uncertainty surrounding the potential use of repatriation proceeds. 

Investment Idea | Investment Grade Credit  
The Coca-Cola Co. (KO) ▪ Credit ▪ Underperform ▪ Todd Duvick 
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CONSUMER 
 

Food 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Negative 
 
Potential Trade Restrictions Pose the Biggest Headwind for Export-Heavy Credits and Those 
with Significant Operations Abroad. Donald Trump has committed to revamping U.S. trade 
practices, including withdrawing from the yet-to-be-ratified Trans Pacific Partnership and 
renegotiating NAFTA and other agreements. Generally, we expect Trump to pursue changes to limit 
the production of goods in foreign countries by U.S.-based companies. 

 
 Protein processors export a significant portion of their production. Poultry, pork and beef 

processors generally export 15-20% of their production. As such, any restrictions limiting U.S. 
exports could hurt sales volumes and consequently, domestic selling prices. Potential new tariffs 
restriction on goods imported into the U.S. could be met with increased tariffs on U.S. exports. 
Significant protein export markets such as Japan, Korea, Mexico and China have been central in 
Trump’s trade discussions. 
 

 Other companies with operations abroad may be under pressure. In an effort to bring jobs 
back to the U.S., Trump seeks to enact restrictions on companies with production in other nations. 
For example, Trump has mentioned instituting a 35% tariff on some goods made in Mexico and 
sold in the U.S. Companies with significant operations in Mexico that import production into the 
U.S. include B&G Foods (BGS) and Constellation Brands (STZ).  
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 Tyson Foods is committed to maintaining credit metrics in line with an IG credit rating. It has 
reduced debt and leverage following its 2014 acquisition of Hillshire Brands, and management has 
recently publicly stated it has roughly $10 billion in debt capacity to pursue potential acquisitions. 
Potential trade disruptions could adversely affect its U.S.-based business, while increasing the 
attractiveness of acquisition candidates in foreign countries, in our view. We continue to believe 
that any acquisition financing would be structured in a way to maintain its IG credit rating.  

TRACS Vol. 35 ▪ November 2016 Integrated Research & Economics 

Investment Idea | Investment Grade Credit  
Tyson Foods, Inc. (TSN) ▪ Underperform ▪ Todd Duvick, CFA 
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CONSUMER 
 

Homebuilding and Building Products 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Negative 
 
A Trump victory should provide more uncertainty in the housing market, with that 
uncertainty leaning distinctly toward the negative, with some silver lining. New 
construction relies heavily upon immigrant labor, primarily from Mexico and Central 
America. While we do not expect a wall will be built, the ongoing rhetoric and possibly some 
action, would likely reduce potential workers crossing over the southern U.S. border. Thus, 
we would expect homebuilding shares to struggle, as a cyclical problem could evolve into a structural 
problem. Given the already tight labor conditions, particularly in the Southwest and West, this 
scenario will likely only worsen the situation. We expect labor costs will eventually increase further 
and delivery times lengthen. Thus, interest costs could increase slightly, working capital could 
increase and closings revenue could be pushed out. We cannot quantify the incremental costs nor the 
length of delays, but we expect they will be moderate. Unfortunately, the industry is already suffering 
from an inability to deliver in a timely fashion as labor shortages persist. 
 
 Trump’s outspoken opposition of Janet Yellen and low interest rates could become an 

industry headwind should Trump replace Yellen with a more hawkish chairman when her 
term expires in February 2018. Although this is 15 months away, anticipation by the market 
could move rates higher, which could negatively impact demand should a matching incremental 
improvement in the economy not occur.  

 
 On a very positive note for mortgage availability, Trump will likely attempt to dismantle 

the Dodd-Frank law and improve bank lending. Dodd-Frank has created headwinds for the 
mortgage lending industry as the law has increased the complexity of obtaining a mortgage 
(paperwork, disclosures, timeline) as well as introduced the Qualified Mortgage. Combining this 
with the banks’ requirement to retain 5% of the asset should the mortgage not meet the QM 
guidelines, any loosening in the Dodd-Frank laws would likely improve mortgage availability.  
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 On a related note, Trump will likely have to deal with mortgage reform as the GSEs burn 
through their capital buffer due to the requirement to upstream dividends to the 
Treasury. We believe a Trump presidency has the potential for more disruptions as the 
Republicans prefer less government involvement and more free market influence in the mortgage 
market. Getting from where we are today to a more competitive market will likely result in at least 
temporary mortgage availability curtailment and/or higher costs as new risks are evaluated. Longer 
term, depending upon the degree of government involvement, we could have a reset to lower 
mortgage availability and higher costs to compensate for greater private risk. 
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 We like DHI’s above-average order growth, profitability, homebuilding operating efficiency and 
entry-level exposure.  

 DHI continues stringing together strong performances since its pivot toward entry level roughly two 
years ago with the introduction of its lower-priced Express brand. DHI has a competitive advantage 
in the Entry-Level “Shelter” Housing segment, as large competitors have left the company virtually 
unchallenged in addressing this consumer segment. Moreover, if peers were to mount any type of 
contest, we believe it’s unlikely that more than two or three could compete at acceptable 
profitability levels given the requisite cost structure and construction skill set needed to 
successfully serve this market segment. DHI has had first-mover advantage in this price point for 
quite some time and has likely tied up sub-contractors and more attractive land parcels in the 
appropriate submarkets. 

 Horton’s proven execution the past couple years has allowed it to gradually inherit the position of 
lead bellwether within the homebuilder, space and we do not foresee that changing over the next 
couple of years. 
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Investment Idea | Equity  
D.R. Horton, Inc. (DHI) ▪ Outperform ▪ Stephen East 
 

Investment Idea | Equity 
LGI Homes, Inc. (LGIH) ▪ Outperform ▪ Stephen East 
 
 LGIH is a small-cap growth story, and the company’s revenue and earnings have more than tripled 

in the past three years. We believe LGIH will increase 2017 order dollar by 30%, doubling that of 
the group average. With 2017 community count growing in excess of 20% yr/yr, our 30% order 
dollar growth estimate appears achievable.  

 Although growth companies typically sacrifice margin for revenue, LGIH has the industry’s highest 
gross margin (590 bps higher than the group’s 2016 average) due to its unique land, sales and 
spec strategies. Furthermore, the company’s lean overhead structure allows it to enter new 
markets quickly (more than three new markets planned in 2017), with cash flow breaking even 
within three months of operations. Aptly, this lean structure, combined with the elevated gross 
margin, gives LGIH the second-highest Operating Margin in the group. 
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 CAA is the result of last year’s merger of equals between Ryland (entry-level and move-up) and 
Standard Pacific (luxury and move up). In our view, no single equity in the homebuilder space has 
drawn more scrutiny over the past year than this company. CAA’s management has generally 
responded with solid integration execution, pulling out costs beyond expectations and creating a 
solid organization to drive the company over the next few years. However, the integration has 
caused issues on the orders growth front over the past year, which has kept the equity in check.  

 The company’s solid Q3 results help alleviate our fears as orders grew 9% yr/yr. Further, the 
company is now focused on cleaning up its underperforming communities by driving absorption 
rates higher despite generating low gross margins. With the order growth headwind now likely  
in the rear-view mirror, combined with the company’s attractive valuation, we are warming to  
the story.  
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Investment Idea | Equity  
CalAtlantic Group, Inc. (CAA) ▪ Market Perform ▪ Stephen East 
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CONSUMER 
 

Restaurants 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector?  Positive 
 
We view Republican control of both houses of Congress and the presidency as a positive for 
the restaurant sector as we expect it to result in a more moderate pace of wage rate 
inflation than would have been seen with Democratic control. For the first time since 2008, 
with a Republican president and the Republican party controlling the House and Senate, the 
restaurant sector is facing few imminent labor cost threats from either the President or lawmakers. 
President-elect Trump has pointed to raising the federal minimum wage to $10 (widely viewed as a 
low priority for his administration) and making no changes to tipped minimum wage rates—the 
combination of which should lead to a more modest rate of wage rate inflation, in our view. President-
elect Trump also has repeatedly called for the repeal of the Affordable Care Act. While this might 
prove challenging without a Republican supermajority in the Senate—a reconciliation bill that would 
eliminate large portions of the Act is viewed by most political pundits as a realistic near-term 
alternative and one that would lower labor costs for the restaurant sector. 

 

 While we expect structural restaurant sector wage inflation to persist in coming years, 
the greatly diminished potential for a near-doubling of the federal minimum wage will 
likely slow the near- and intermediate-term rate of labor cost inflation. Hillary Clinton had 
been calling for an increase in the federal minimum wage to $12 (currently $7.25) and the 
elimination of tipped minimum wages. While 29 of 50 states already have a state minimum wage 
above the $7.25 federal level—a move to a $12 federal minimum wage and the elimination of the 
tipped minimum wage would have led to an accelerated rate of wage inflation, in our view.  
 

 President-elect Trump is expected to prioritize Affordable Care Act reform, an outcome of 
which could be lower health care costs for restaurant employers. One potential reform is the 
elimination of tax penalties for the uninsured. We focus on this reform because in 2014, several 
restaurant companies pointed to lower-than-expected employee participation rates (and in turn, 
lower health care costs) because the federal penalty to waive coverage was only $95 in 2014. The 
penalty jumped to $695 in 2016, which led to fewer employees waiving coverage and increased 
restaurant company health care costs. If the tax penalties for the uninsured are eliminated, 
coverage rates and restaurant health care costs could fall. 
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 PLAY, operating 30% of its system unit base in states with minimum wage rates equal to 
the federal minimum wage rate level, stands to see a far more modest rate of wage 
inflation in coming years with a Trump presidency. PLAY as a 100% company-owned business 
model, is directly exposed to both minimum wage rate increases and the elimination of tipped 
minimum wages. With approximately 30% of the system unit base operating in states paying the 
$7.25 federal minimum wage—an increase of the wage to $12.00 under the Clinton administration 
could have resulted in higher labor costs for PLAY (very few employees at any restaurant company 
are paid the federal minimum wage, but an increase in the base wage flows upward with pay levels 
moving higher at most wage-rate levels).  

 We believe that PLAY represents one of the highest-quality unit growth stories in the 
sector and that the stock’s 7.3x EV/EBITDA (FY17E) valuation, a material discount to the 
growth restaurant peer group at 11x, fails to reflect this. We expect the valuation discount to 
narrow as (1) the company continues to deliver some of the highest quality unit growth in the 
sector (as measured cash-on-cash return, margin performance and upward EPS revision) and  
(2) SSS steadily improve as PLAY moves past the peak SSS pressures, driven by the confluence of 
competitive encroachment, cannibalization, and energy industry exposure headwinds. 
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Investment Idea | Equity 
Dave & Buster’s Entertainment, Inc. (PLAY) ▪ Outperform ▪ Jeff Farmer 
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CONSUMER 
 

Retail 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Mixed 
 
Various Puts and Takes for the Retail Sector. While the Consumer sector is not necessarily one of 
the “in-focus” groups following the presidential election, there are various puts and takes that 
investors should now consider. In our view, the key potential impacts of Donald Trump’s election 
(based on his stated plan for his term in office) include: (1) favorable corporate tax issues (potential 
lowering of corporate tax rates and increased ability to repatriate foreign earnings), (2) unfavorable 
supply chain impacts that may increase COGS (renegotiate/withdraw from key trade deals, potentially 
increase tariffs on imports from China) and (3) a mixed impact on consumer spending (greater 
discretionary income from tax cuts/infrastructure spending, potentially offset by greater market 
uncertainty, reduced tourist spending and potential inflation). Net/net, we believe it still too early to 
make a clear assessment for the group, as we see various puts and takes.  
 
 Trump’s Corporate Tax Policies: Net Positive. Trump plans to lower the corporate tax rate from 

35% to 15%, and he also plans to make it easier for global companies to repatriate overseas profits 
(taxed at just a 10% rate). Thus, companies that have operations outside the U.S. could bring those 
profits back within the U.S. and use them accretively (e.g., buybacks, debt-paydown, M&A).  

 
 View of Supply Chain: Net Negative. Trump opposes the Trans-Pacific Partnership, aims to 

renegotiate the NAFTA trade agreement with Mexico/Canada and plans to take action against China 
(label it a currency manipulator, bring trade cases against the country and potentially increase 
tariffs on Chinese imports). Should these plans materialize, the cost of importing goods from China, 
Mexico and elsewhere could become meaningfully more expensive. 
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 While we believe the impact of the election on retail overall is unclear, we believe that one 
company that may stand to benefit is LULU. Trump’s corporate tax plan would not only lower 
LULU’s tax rate (currently about 30%), but it would also have positive implications for its balance 
sheet. To be specific, nearly 90% of the company’s cash is located outside the United States, so 
increasing flexibility to repatriate foreign earnings could be very beneficial to the company (note 
that LULU has incurred significant repatriation tax expenses in recent years to bring cash to the 
U.S. to fund share repurchases).  

 While we have some concerns about Trump’s trade policies on the cost structures of our 
businesses, LULU has various company-specific gross margin drivers that can potentially offset any 
increase in sourcing costs. Management has been diligently working to increase the efficiency of 
their supply chain operations, while also managing inventories more tightly (to reduce markdown 
activity). Thus, while other companies may experience gross margin dilution if sourcing from 
overseas becomes more expensive, LULU’s company-specific GM drivers would likely make them a 
standout performer in the group (from a margin perspective, at the least). 

 We’d also note that LULU’s high-end customer stands to benefit from lower income taxes (more 
disposable income), and we believe that its tourism exposure is lower than other higher-end 
retailers (that may be at risk if tourist spending decreases in the U.S.).  

Investment Idea | Equity  
lululemon athletica Inc. (LULU) ▪ Outperform ▪ Ike Boruchow 
 

 
 Impact on Consumer Spending: Mixed Impact. Discretionary income may benefit from Trump’s 

planned tax cuts, while luxury spending may also benefit if interest rates rise (due to financial-
sector employees). Also, Trump’s intended focus on infrastructure projects may provide jobs for 
lower-end consumers. However, given the uncertainty of a Trump presidency, high-end consumers 
may actually rein in spending (market and asset price uncertainty). Furthermore, lower-end 
consumers may face inflation headwinds and tourism spending may be negatively impacted by 
Trump’s plan to tighten up our borders or his America-first rhetoric. 
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CONSUMER 
 

Tobacco 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Mixed
  
The cigarette (cig) industry pricing power and a GOP-controlled congress should mitigate 
negatives of California’s tobacco tax increase, but “risk-on” trade adds near-term pressure. 
While we expect the incremental tax to weigh on industry volumes and possibly encourage “copycat” 
actions in other states, we see two mitigating offsets: (1) continued industry pricing power, and (2) a 
GOP-controlled congress. However, as the market digests the presidential election results, we expect 
the “risk-on” trade to continue, adding pressure to valuations in the near term. Ultimately, we expect 
the focus to return to fundamentals, including potential growth opportunities in cannabis (assuming 
federal legalization), given its acceptance now in eight states.* 
 

 California’s tax increase on tobacco was significant, but we expect the industry to price 
through. On November 8, California’s Proposition 56 to raise the state excise tax on tobacco 
products (including $2/pack on cigs) passed by a wide margin (63%/37%), while similar ballots in 
Colorado, Missouri, and North Dakota failed. The vote is important, as California’s size (second-
largest by cig volume) will drive a significant ($0.17/pack or 11+%) increase in the overall 
weighted-average state excise tax on smokes and about an 8% increase in average cig retail 
prices, to $6.81/pack. As a result, we expect industry volumes to decline more than our current 3% 
estimate in FY2017 but the industry to effectively price through the tax increase as it’s done 
through past tax cycles, starting with PM USA’s $0.08/pack list price increase (2-3%) announced 
on November 9. While the bigger “risk” is that other states follow suit and try to push through 
similar pro-tax measures via legislation, we believe the GOP’s control of the U.S. House should 
dampen enthusiasm for such a move, given that just 16 states are controlled by the Democrats. 
 

 The California tax will likely hurt cig industry volumes, but Trump win may dampen odds 
of rate hike and thus sector rotation. Based on MO/RAI’s overall market shares and a few 
assumptions on demographics/consumption, we estimate MO/RAI’s cig volume exposure to 
California is <5%/<2.5% or even lower given the likelihood of downtrading and increased cross-
border sales versus a significant increase in smoking quit rates. Thus we maintain our overweight 
rating on tobacco. 
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*CA, ME, MA and NV 
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adults, and AR, FL, MO 
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 We believe state excise tax increases are largely non-events from a credit perspective, owing 
primarily to the industry’s successful track record of passing along the tax increase in the form of 
price increases. Although any such price increase could be a near-term headwind to industry 
cigarette volumes, we believe the prospect of a leveraging merger between Altria and Philip Morris 
International could be negative to Altria’s credit rating and trading levels. We view the transaction 
as having a low degree of regulatory risk.  

Investment Idea | Investment Grade Credit  
Altria Group, Inc. (MO) ▪ Credit ▪ Underperform ▪ Todd Duvick 
 

 We believe the California ballot vote will likely have the largest negative impact on MO given its 
strong market share across the U.S. and, by extension, California. Based on MO’s overall brand 
market share and a few assumptions on demographics/consumption, we estimate MO’s exposure to 
California is less than 5% in terms of cig volume. We think this could even be lower in terms of 
“real” volume impact taking into consideration consumer downtrading, cross-border sales, black 
market activity, potential movement between competitor brands, and what we expect will be a 
token quit rate. 

 We estimate MO invested roughly $0.02 of EPS to defeat ballot initiatives across three of the four 
ballot states, including a total of $44.5MM in California, $17.4MM in Colorado, and $2.6MM in North 
Dakota. We note that this is the probably the most MO has spent on ballot initiatives across all 
states, but especially in California and note a sizeable increase in funding this year from the 
proposal’s backers in California. 

Investment Idea | Equity  
Altria Group, Inc. (MO) ▪ Equity ▪ Outperform ▪ Bonnie Herzog 
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ENERGY 
 

Exploration & Production 
 Oilfield Services and Refining 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Positive 
 
Trump’s Energy Policy Likely to be Producer Friendly. One of Trump’s stated goals is American 
energy independence and with Continental Resources’ CEO, Harold Hamm, a front-runner for Energy 
Secretary, we would expect a Trump administration to be supportive of oil and gas producers. Trump 
supports limiting regulatory and bureaucratic barriers to energy production, indicating plans to 
approve drilling in the Outer Continental Shelf, pull out of the Paris Climate Accord and approve the 
Keystone XL and potentially the DAPL pipeline. We believe a Trump administration would likely be 
positive for the energy sector providing his overall economic policies are not overly damaging to the 
macro-economy. 
 
 Easing of Environmental/Fracking Regulations. In Trump’s energy plan released in May, he 

stated that he would repeal executive actions taken by President Obama, including the Climate 
Action Plan (2013) and the Waters of the U.S. rule. Mr. Trump has expressed a desire to ease 
environmental/fracking regulations where possible and allow upstream operators to explore on 
federal lands that are currently restricted. The potential for a less aggressive regulatory structure 
regarding carbon emissions could allow for fossil fuel demand growth.  

 
 Potentially Less Funding for Alternative Energy Sources. While Trump has stated his support 

for all forms of energy, it is likely that government funding for alternative forms of energy, 
including wind and solar could taper under his presidency. This could dampen the pace at which 
alternative fuels displace fossil fuel demand, thus providing support for commodity prices. 

 
 Increased E&P Activity Bodes Well for Service Providers. Trump’s plan to reduce 

fracking/environmental regulations would likely lead to more drilling activity by oil and gas 
producers. Incremental drilling activity both on and off-shore would positively affect service 
providers as demand for drilling and completion products and services would tick up.  
This additional demand could lead to better margins for the Oilfield Services group. 
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 Greater Likelihood of Adjustments to the Biofuel and Fuel Economy Programs.  
We consider the potential for reasonable and favorable adjustments to the Renewable Fuel 
Standard, particularly the renewable identification numbers (RINs) obligation, to be more likely 
following Tuesday’s election results. The clear beneficiaries would be the merchant refineries 
including Alon (ALJ), Delek (DK), HollyFrontier (HFC), PBF (PBF) and Valero (VLO). Another possible 
adjustment could occur with an easing of the pace of annual increases in fuel economy standards. 
This might find a favorable audience with auto manufacturers as well as refiners. Eased fuel 
economy standards could support higher gasoline consumption and benefit all refiners. 

  
 Potential reforms we estimate a high likelihood of occurring include an adjustment from mandated 

volumes to a percentage of total fuel consumption. Difficulties in effecting this change include 
acceptance of the blend-wall (10% ethanol maximum) at least in the short term and the 
recognition that future alterations in gasoline blends (higher octane) and compliance with 
emissions standards may limit the blending of higher volumes of renewable fuel. Reforms with a 
low likelihood of passing include a meaningful reduction in the renewable fuel volumes. In other 
words, we do not expect refined products to gain market share versus renewable fuels. 

  
 CAFE Standard Adjustment. The Obama administration established very aggressive corporate 

average fuel economy (CAFE) standards through 2025. The CAFE standard can be adjusted by a 
Trump administration and very well may as part of a broad overhaul of regulations. This is made 
more likely, in our view, by the fact that the rate of increase in the annual CAFE standard is more 
aggressive post-2016 than pre-2016. Less aggressive CAFE standard increases and modest retail 
prices could result in greater gasoline demand through 2020, which would be positive for all  
U.S. refiners. 
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ENERGY 
 

Pipelines and Master Limited Partnerships 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Positive 
 
Election Implications For Midstream are Mostly Positive. A Trump victory is a clear positive for 
the energy industry overall, in our view, given likely reduced regulation, pro oil and gas growth and 
the energy infrastructure to support it. Regulatory and environmental headwinds have been rising, 
but we now expect this to reverse itself under a Trump presidency. Furthermore, we believe the Fed is 
less likely to raise interest rates in Q4 2016 given the potential market volatility. The one potential 
negative is tax reform. With Republicans in control of the White House and both chambers of 
Congress, the likelihood for broad tax reform increases, in our view.  
 
 Specific to pipelines, this should be positive news for the prospects of the Dakota Access 

Pipeline (DAPL) moving forward; a strong positive for ETP/ETE and SXL and a potential benefit 
for EEP/MPLX. The $3-4 billion project has been slowed at the Missouri River by environmentalists, 
the Sioux Indians and other Native American tribes. Although a federal judge and a subsequent 
appellant court have ruled that construction should continue, the Department of Justice, 
Department of the Interior and the Army Corp of Engineers are reviewing the project until 
November 21, 2016, We believe that under a Trump presidency, there will be considerable 
pressure to stick to law and the rulings of federal judges with governmental agencies cooperating. 
Furthermore, we believe Keystone XL now has better prospects going forward, which should be a 
positive for TRP. 
 

 The one potential negative is tax reform. While there’s nothing specific targeting MLPs’ tax 
status, if broad tax reform is undertaken, we think anything is possible. While still a low-probability 
outcome (both tax reform and a change to MLP tax status), having one party in control increases 
those probabilities ever so slightly, in our view. 
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ENERGY 
 

Regulated & Diversified Utilities 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Mixed 
 
It is unclear if the election results will have a meaningful impact on the utility sector. While 
President-elect Trump has made clear a desire to support coal and, on the flip side, made negative 
comments around renewables, he has not laid out specific policies to these ends. A halt on various 
environmental regulations is likely, but we do not expect a meaningful change in utilities’ behavior 
and investment decisions given market forces, state and regional clean energy policies, and longer-
term regulatory uncertainty. Separately, we expect high level support for infrastructure investments 
including gas pipelines. 
 
 Pro-coal stance unlikely to have meaningful impact on trend toward renewables. In the 

near term, it is quite likely that President-elect Trump would compel the EPA to stand down on 
environmental regulations, such as the currently stayed Clean Power Plan (CPP). While this could 
have the effect of prolonging the lives of select coal units, we do not foresee any new coal plants 
being constructed as these are 40-50 year lived assets and longer-term regulatory uncertainty 
persists. On the flip side, we expect to see continued investment in renewable resources, 
particularly wind in the near term given attractive economics. We think it is unlikely that the 
renewable tax credits for wind and solar, which were passed late last year and extended to 2019, 
will be repealed. Bottom line, while a Trump administration could slow the pace toward a clean 
energy future, we think the train has already left the station. 
 

 Pro-infrastructure stance an incremental positive. The combination of support for 
infrastructure and natural gas could have positive implications for companies with gas 
infrastructure-focused strategies, such as pipelines. While such projects likely will still face state 
and local opposition and federal fast-tracking initiatives have proven to have little impact in recent 
years, we view President-elect Trump’s posture as an incremental positive. Separately, continued 
investment in energy infrastructure, along with less regulation (coal, fracking, etc.) appear to 
support a low gas/power price environment, which is incrementally positive for regulated electric 
and gas utilities (less pressure on customer rates) and incrementally negative for owners of 
merchant power (price takers).  
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 The negative knee-jerk reaction to the election results toward companies with non-utility renewable 
strategies offers an attractive opportunity to buy shares of NEE, which we consider to be a high-
quality company with an attractive growth platform and a disciplined and shareholder-friendly 
management team.  

 Leading developer of wind and solar in the U.S. and Canada. 

 High-quality regulated utility franchise in Florida. 

 We project approximately 8% compounded annual EPS growth through 2020. 
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Investment Idea | Equity  
NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE) ▪ Outperform ▪ Neil Kalton 
 

Investment Ideas | Investment Grade/High Yield Corporate Credit 
Exelon Generation Company, LLC (EXC) ▪ Underperform ▪ Kamal B. Patel 
PSEG Power LLC (PEG) ▪ Underperform ▪ Kamal B. Patel 
 
 The continued inroads being made by cheap natural gas generation and subsidized renewable 

generation should continue to pressure the merchant generation sector, which finds itself facing 
the financial pressure of a sustained power price bear market. 

 Low demand growth and the delay in tightening of environmental mandates have limited the 
upward pressure on capacity and power prices. 

 In the past few months, FirstEnergy’s (FE) generation business has lost the support of its parent 
and investment grade ratings. The high yield generation issuers have outlined debt-reduction 
plans, but cash flow deterioration could outpace deleveraging efforts. 

 The generation subsidiaries of Exelon (EXC) and Public Service Enterprise Group (PEG) have 
stronger balance sheets but face similar margin pressures that continue to pressure cash flow. 
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FINANCIAL SERVICES 
 

Brokers, Asset Managers & Exchanges 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Positive 
 

Financial regulations likely to be scaled back. The November 2016 Republican “sweep”  
(Trump presidency and Republican control of both chambers of Congress) suggests a less 
burdensome regulatory framework and generally a more business-friendly environment for financial 
services firms.  

 
 Department of Labor fiduciary rule in jeopardy. The Department of Labor’s new fiduciary 

standard (scheduled for an April 2017 phase-in) seems to face an uncertain future. Not an act of 
Congress, the regulation possibly could be altered or completely repealed by Trump’s Secretary of 
Labor. Any material scale-back appears bullish for asset manager and broker names, which faced 
increased compliance costs and changes in business models as a result of the DOL fiduciary rules. 
While not tied to the DOL, there could also be a softening of banking regulations, which would be a 
positive for brokers with banking subsidiaries.  

 Repatriation of offshore cash possible. Both President-elect Trump and Republican members of 
Congress have advocated for a special corporate tax rate to encourage U.S. multi-nationals to 
repatriate profits earned overseas. Such a repatriation tax holiday occurred in 2004 at a tax rate of 
5.25%. Trump has proposed a 10% repatriation tax rate, as well as a reduction of the corporate 
tax rate to 15% from 35%. The Trump campaign has not specified any restrictions regarding the 
use of repatriated cash, such as a prohibition on share repurchases, although some likely would 
apply. A repatriation tax holiday could have positive implications for a few of our names (those with 
large overseas operations).  

 Interest rate outlook. President-elect Trump has been sharply critical of Federal Reserve chair 
Janet Yellen and the Fed’s highly accommodative monetary policy. Still, a move to replace her, 
prior to the February 2018 end of her term as Chair, would be unprecedented. The Fed’s future 
interest rate moves remain unknown, but large upward moves in Treasury yields upon Trump’s 
election suggest greater confidence in future economic strength (and thus potential Fed 
tightening). Fed interest rate hikes would be positive for brokers and e-brokers.  
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Senior Equity Analyst 
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 KCG is poised to benefit from a Republican-appointed SEC chair, who likely would be viewed as 
more “market friendly.” Current SEC chair Mary Jo White was a 2013 Obama appointee. Also, there 
are two current vacancies on the five-seat commission.  

 We see the pending BATS acquisition by CBOE as a strong near-term catalyst for KCG (which owns 
~14% of BATS). Pro-forma for the BATS takeout, we estimate KCG’s book value at $22, or about 
30% above the current level. The acquisition is expected to close in H1 2017.  

 Republican control of the House, Senate and White House suggests that any previously discussed 
new market regulations have slim chances of being implemented. Concerns about a transaction tax 
likely will fade, and while the long-term effects on market volatility from a Trump presidency are 
unknown, volumes may be elevated in the near term—a positive for KCG.  
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Investment Idea | Equity  
KCG Holdings, Inc. (KCG) ▪ Outperform ▪ Christopher Harris 
 

Investment Idea | Equity  
Franklin Resources, Inc. (BEN) ▪ Outperform ▪ Christopher Harris 
 
 The November 2016 presidential and congressional elections appear to increase the likelihood of a 

repatriation tax holiday in the next year or so. BEN is distinctive within our coverage because of its 
large amount of non-U.S. net cash and investments ($8.5B), much of which could be repatriated 
and deployed. BEN’s management recently expressed some preference for overseas M&A (if an 
attractive opportunity develops) versus repatriation, all other things equal. Still, BEN has a history 
of repatriating overseas profits ($2.1B in September 2006).  

 The DOL fiduciary rule, if implemented as currently envisioned, likely would lead to heightened 
money in motion. BEN’s exposure to the DOL regulation is above average based on the firm’s 
relatively high retail (as opposed to institutional) portion of assets under management, as well as 
the mainly advisor-driven nature of its business. Thus, a softening or repeal of the DOL fiduciary 
rule likely would be a positive for BEN’s flows. At the very least, changes to the DOL rule would be 
positive for sentiment, which in and of itself could be a catalyst for the stock.  
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FINANCIAL SERVICES 
 

Life Insurance 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Positive 
 
Higher interest rates and lighter regulation are a favorable combination for life insurers.  
In recent years, the fundamentals of the life insurance industry have deteriorated due to pressure 
from persistently low long-term interest rates. The outlook for future profitability has been negatively 
impacted by the prospect of encroaching federal regulation impeding the ability to sell products to 
consumers, as well as the ability to return capital to shareholders. We believe the election of Donald 
Trump could have a positive impact on the sector should interest rates steadily rise, while reduced 
regulation could have the mixed outcome of benefiting shareholders and offering less protection for 
creditors.  

 
 Whether or not the Fed hikes, we place a higher probability on a steeper yield curve.  

Life insurers attempt to match assets to long-dated liabilities. As such, we view the UST 10-year 
yield as a proxy for the direction of new money yield and reinvestment rates. On November 9, 10-
year yields rose 21 points to 2.06%, which is the highest level since January 2016. With the GOP 
controlling the executive branch and both houses of Congress, we think it is likely fiscal spending 
will drive expectations of inflation, which should in turn drive long-term interest rates higher 
whether the Fed continues hiking or not. Higher interest rates will likely result in higher net 
investment income for life insurers and lessen the likelihood of balance sheet charges. 
 

 A Trump administration will be less likely to implement DOL fiduciary rules or continue 
SIFI designation. Traditionally an industry regulated by the states, life insurance has been 
subject to increasing federal encroachment during the Obama administration in the form of  
(1) non-bank systemically important financial institutions (SIFI) designations of large life insurers 
MET and PRU, and (2) Department of Labor (DOL) fiduciary rules impacting the sales of annuities 
scheduled to be implemented in April 2017. We think at the very least, the government will not 
pursue judicial challenges to MET’s status as non-systemically important, and we also think it likely 
that the DOL rules are not implemented as proposed on April 10. 
 

Sean R. Dargan 
Senior Equity Analyst 

Robert Hauff 
Senior Investment Grade Analyst 
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 We believe MetLife is an attractive long-term investment that should be better positioned under a 
Trump administration to (1) return capital to shareholders without the overhang of SIFI  
re-designation, and (2) realize a fuller value for its to-be-spun Brighthouse Financial, which is a 
story very much tied to U.S. interest rates. 

 SIFI. MET is currently awaiting the ruling from a three-judge panel of the D.C. Court of Appeals on 
a trial court decision that MET is not systemically important. Whether the trial court ruling is upheld 
or not, we don’t believe the Trump administration via Treasury’s Financial Stability Oversight 
Council (FSOC) will pursue SIFI designation. We think the immediate impact would be a lowering of 
the holdco $3-4B liquidity buffer, which would free up capital for deployment. 

 Brighthouse is worth more in a rising interest rate environment. As a domestic retail life and 
annuity company, MET’s Brighthouse Financial subsidiary is a play on interest rates.  
The ultimate value MET can realize upon disposing Brighthouse will be higher when expectations of 
unchecked fiscal spending drive interest rates higher. 
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Investment Idea | Equity  
MetLife, Inc. (MET) ▪ Outperform ▪ Sean Dargan 
 

Investment Idea | Investment Grade Corporate Credit 
 Principal Financial Group (PFG) ▪ Outperform ▪ Rob Hauff 
 
 We’ve been a long-term supporter of Principal and continue to view the company as well positioned 

in the current environment. We like the company’s objective of increasing its mix of business 
toward asset management, while the absence of a material variable annuity and long-term care 
business keeps liability risk lower than for most peers. We also think PFG is better insulated from 
peers in the event interest rates surprise the markets to the downside once again.  

 The potential for the Trump administration to dismantle recently enacted DOL rules could have 
some positive implications for PFG on the fringes. 

 We still like PFG’s spreads trading around 20 bps back of some of the liquid life insurance 
peers. We think there’s another 10 bps of upside from these levels, and if Principal regained low 
single-A ratings from the agencies, we believe the upside could be around 25 bps from here.  
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FINANCIAL SERVICES 
 

Non-Life Insurance 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Positive 
 
Mixed impact on the non-life insurance space, although positives should outweigh the 
potential negative impacts. There are several ways that non-life insurers likely will be affected by 
the presidential election. On the positive side this includes (1) a more favorable tax and corporate 
environment, (2) higher investment related income from higher interest rates, (3) domestic economic 
growth that drives higher premiums (both exposure and wage-based), and (4) changes in the tort 
environment that could result in a more favorable settling of insurance claims. However, on the 
negative side, inflationary trends need to be monitored, which could hurt insurance companies’ 
profitability, while tort reforms could also have an adverse outcome on claim settlements.  

 
 Lower corporate tax rate would benefit domestically based companies. If the corporate tax 

rate is lowered as planned, this would benefit all domestically based insurers, which have tax rates 
in the high 20%s to low 30%s. Any change in the U.S. tax environment could however be adverse 
to the Bermuda insurance market. 
 

 Higher interest rates could lead to stronger earnings and ROEs. If interest rates rise, non-life 
insurers should see higher investment income, while also seeing lower book values as their 
investment portfolios are marked to market. Non-life insurers would see the benefit faster than life 
insurers due to the shorter duration of their investment portfolios. On the flip side, higher interest 
rates could have an inverse impact on insurance pricing, although some of that dynamic could 
depend on the direction of loss cost inflation. 
 

 A jump in interest rates has the potential to lead to higher inflation. As interest rates rise 
following the election, there is the potential to see a jump in inflation as well, which in turn could 
dampen reserve releases and margins. On the flipside, a scenario of higher interest rates coupled 
with continued low inflation could be a very positive outcome for P&C companies.  
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 We think MMC is well positioned under a Trump presidency due to the combination of the potential 
for a lower U.S. tax rate, the potential revenue boost from a pick-up in the economy, and the 
prospect of lower pension expense as interest rates rise. 

 MMC would benefit from a potential lower corporate tax rate in the U.S. The company’s tax 
rate now runs at about 29% as compared to the potential for it to be lowered to 15% under a 
Trump administration. MMC has stood out from its global peers (AON and WLTW) that have both 
re-domiciled overseas and have seen more earnings from a lower tax rate than MMC. Furthermore, 
the company would also benefit if it is able to more easily repatriate cash from overseas. Currently 
MMC has about $1 billion of cash overseas. MMC would then be able to use this additional cash for 
either acquisitions or to repurchase more shares. 

 Could benefit from any improvement in the economy. MMC would also be positioned to 
benefit if there is a pick-up in the U.S. economy, resulting in exposure growth. The company’s 
organic growth is heavily dependent on the economy, especially in the U.S. 
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Investment Idea | Equity  
Marsh & McLennan Companies, Inc. (MMC) ▪ Outperform ▪ Elyse Greenspan 
 

Investment Idea | Investment Grade Corporate Credit 
The Hartford Financial Services Group Inc. (HIG) ▪ Outperform ▪ Rob Hauff 
 
 We think Hartford remains well positioned under a Trump presidency since the potential for higher 

interest rates should benefit the returns of this company, improve the prospects for a Talcott sale, 
and reduce some of the company’s pension burden. 

 Higher interest rates should help to potentially monetize Hartford’s runoff Talcott 
business. Talcott is a fairly rate-sensitive business so the potential for interest rates to move 
higher could narrow the bid/ask spread from a willing buyer. Hartford has been very good about 
balancing its capital management activities with both debt and equity investors in mind, and we 
would expect the same to occur with the proceeds from a Talcott sale.  

 We believe Hartford’s long bonds remain cheap, trading at almost 70 bps behind some of 
the benchmark P&C names. We believe a Talcott sale accompanied by some modest 
deleveraging could be viewed positively by the rating agencies and at least cut that 70 bps discount 
to peers in half.  
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FINANCIAL SERVICES 
 

U.S. Banks 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Positive 
 
With a surprise twist in the election, it is time to re-evaluate the banks. While conventional 
wisdom suggested bank investors could expect “more of the same” in a Clinton administration  
(low rates and a persistently hostile legislative and regulatory environment), the Trump victory and 
Republican Congressional sweep suggests a new, potentially more positive outlook for the sector may 
be warranted. With this opportunity for a change in direction, we are re-evaluating three of the larger 
macro drivers impacting the space: (1) regulatory relief; (2) the potential for higher rates/a steeper 
curve; and (3) the possibility of a more restrictive trade policy.  

 
 Potential for some regulatory relief, particularly for regional and mid-cap banks. Following 

eight years of post-crisis regulatory expansion, a central tenant of the Trump candidacy is the 
elimination of Dodd-Frank. While its full repeal is unlikely in our view, some moderation seems to 
be in the cards. For example, we believe bi-partisan support exists for an increase in the 
Systemically Important Financial Institution (SIFI) designation threshold to $250B, and the 
implementation of an oversight structure for the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB). 
Additionally, Republican control of the Congress reduces the threat from more aggressive 
regulation and/or more vocal legislators. We also believe these changes could spur greater M&A 
activity among the group. One area we believe will remain in focus, though, is commercial  
real estate (CRE) capital concentration thresholds, which impact those lenders with outsized  
CRE exposure.  
 

 U.S. rates could face upward pressure from a growing U.S. economy, or foreign securities 
sales. Currently, the futures market assigns an 82% probability of a 25-bp Fed Funds hike in 
December 2016, and a 64% chance of at least one more rate increase in 2017. Corporate tax 
reform that reduces taxes, and additional stimulus, including repatriation of non-U.S. cash 
(potentially to fund infrastructure development) should boost U.S. growth—and possibly deficits—
which could push interest rates higher and steepen U.S. yield curves. Secondarily, future trade 
negotiations could cause current holders of U.S. Treasuries to reduce their investments, adding to 
upward pressure on U.S. government yields. From the banks’ perspective, higher rates and/or a 
steeper curve are typically positive for sentiment and fundamental performance.  
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 A more restrictive trade policy could be a headwind for more internationally exposed 
banks. Although we believe the Trump and broader Republican victories would be largely beneficial 
for U.S. banks, there is one area of concern: the potential for a Trump administration to take a 
more protective stance regarding international trade agreements. A central part of Trump’s 
campaign was his promise to tear up—or at least renegotiate—what he viewed as “disastrous” 
trade agreements such as the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) as well as the 
proposed Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). Trump argued that doing so would better protect 
American jobs and businesses. However, pursuing such a strategy could also have a dampening 
effect on global trade, particularly with countries such as Mexico. From our perspective, this would 
likely have negative effects on cross-border lending, trading, investment banking, and payments 
volumes. As such, though this dynamic is likely to be overwhelmed by the positive effects of 
Trump’s victory, banks with large international exposures in any of these areas could see a 
noticeable decline in activity and associated revenue.  
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 Webster stands to benefit from a potential rising rate environment given its structural asset 
sensitivity and low beta deposit base. Health Savings Account (HSA) growth could benefit from any 
repeal or revision to the Affordable Care Act (ACA), as WBS’s HSA base is focused on private 
insurance and not exchanges. 

 Given the absolute low level of interest rates, investors haven’t differentiated between deposit 
types. With a shift in assumptions for higher mid- and long-term rates, the longer average life of 
HSA deposits benefits our assumed discount rate in our DCF-based valuation.  

Bank of America Corp. (BAC) ▪ Outperform ▪ Matt Burnell 

 BAC remains among the most asset-sensitive of the large-cap U.S. banks, and would 
simultaneously benefit from improved growth in the domestic economy as U.S. revenue accounts 
for more than 80% of BAC’s annual revenue. Economic stimulus would likely benefit BAC’s already 
low-cost core deposit base. Repeal or delay in the Dept. of Labor Fiduciary Rule would also be a 
modest positive for BAC, in our view. 

 Recent financial performance shows a clear path to 10%+ ROE, in our view. BAC’s plans to reduce 
costs by 2018 are plausible (in our view) and should support superior tangible book value growth 
while capital returns continue to normalize while improving ROE.  

 

 

Investment Ideas | Equity  
Webster Financial, Inc. (WBS) ▪ Outperform ▪ Jared Shaw 
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HEALTH CARE 
 

Biotechnology 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Positive 
 
The Wells Fargo Securities Health care team hosted a conference call Wednesday, 
November 9 with Washington Policy experts from both the Republican and Democratic 
sides, to discuss implications of election results on the health care industry, including the 
biotechnology sector. Overall, the new incoming administration and Republican-controlled 
House and Senate were described as likely more friendly to biotechnology and 
pharmaceutical companies. With a primary focus on drug reimbursement, policy experts suggested 
that the final rule for changes to Medicare Part B reimbursement would likely be finalized within weeks 
but would likely not be implemented by the new administration. With additional focus on Medicare 
Part D reimbursement and President-elect Trump’s call for price negotiation with drug makers, our 
experts suggested that significant resistance by the House Republican majority would likely leave 
intact the non-interference provision of law preventing price negotiation. On the Affordable Care Act 
(ACA) our policy experts suggested that further Medicaid expansion to 19 remaining States that 
haven’t expanded Medicaid was now unlikely to happen, but that efforts to repeal the ACA would likely 
proceed relatively quickly but in parallel with efforts to replace the ACA to ensure that covered 
individuals didn’t lose coverage. Finally, repatriation of ex-U.S. cash is also expected to be a priority 
of the new administration, but likely part of a larger tax bill. 
  
Clearly, the U.S. election result has been viewed positively by investors as it removes an 
overhang regarding potential changes to drug reimbursement and scrutiny of high-priced 
biotech drugs by Democrats. Washington policy expert feedback suggests that the reimbursement 
environment should remain relatively favorable for U.S. biotech companies, at least with regard to 
Medicare reimbursement, as we believe that Medicare Part B and Part D reimbursement will be left 
relatively intact. We believe that the election result is most positive for REGN, on Medicare Part B 
reimbursement, but we remain concerned regarding slowing EYLEA trends, and most positive for 
CELG on Medicare Part D reimbursement, where we are positive on accelerating revenue growth. 
Halting of Medicaid expansion is most incrementally negative for GILD, where a large proportion of 
hepatitis C (HCV) patients are Medicaid eligible. Repatriation of ex-U.S. cash could be positive for 
small- and mid-cap biotech stocks as it would likely support increased M&A activity, in our view. 
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 Low likelihood of changes to Medicare Part D coverage of lead product REVLIMID in myeloma, as 
Republican House and Senate unlikely to change the non-interference clause that precludes 
government negotiation of Medicare Part D drug price. 

 REVLIMID growth in the Myeloma category has been driven almost exclusively by volume, with 
sequential growth of 11% in Q3 2016 and year-over-year growth of 30%, representing a pattern of 
re-acceleration that should be sustained with pricing unlikely to change under the new 
administration. 

 CELG is attractively valued relative to growth, trading at 15x 2017 EPS estimate and with an 
earnings CAGR through 2020 of at least 20% and with multiple pipeline opportunities emerging in 
2017 to support growth beyond 2020 and beyond REVLIMID. 
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Investment Idea | Equity  
Celgene Corp. (CELG) ▪ Outperform ▪ Jim Birchenough 
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HEALTH CARE 
 

Healthcare Facilities and Services 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Negative 
 
A “Repeal and Replace” Effort of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) is likely the top health care 
priority for the Trump Administration. Reconciliation Bill HR 3762 (passed in December 2015 and 
vetoed by President Obama) will likely form the blueprint for the repeal effort. What kind of 
replacement plan is introduced is less clear; however, it would likely not occur until 2018 giving 
Republicans time to formulate a policy. The biggest challenge for the “replace” effort will likely be to 
balance cost cutting with maintaining or expanding coverage.  
 
 Hospitals and Hospital Services Companies At Risk. We estimate that the ACA represents a 

mid- to high-single digit EBITDA benefit to 2016E EBITDA for names in our universe. We think it is 
unlikely that the 20 million people who obtained insurance as a result of ACA will lose coverage 
entirely; however, it is unclear how many people will be covered under a potential replacement 
plan. A reduction in coverage would lead to higher bad debt expense and lower EBITDA for these 
companies. Many of the stocks have over-corrected, in our view. 

 
 Additional Medicaid Expansion is Less Likely Now. Hospital companies in our coverage were 

anticipating the benefit of some expansion among the 19 states that have not already expanded 
Medicaid. The potential repeal of the ACA significantly reduces the likelihood of expansion, in our 
view, and it is unclear how a replacement plan would affect states that have already expanded 
Medicaid.  
 

 Impact to post-acute facilities should be minimal from any changes in the ACA. Post-acute 
facilities have not benefited due to their large percentage of patients on Medicare. A potential 
benefit of a repeal could be a reduction in the pace of the move toward accountable care and/or 
bundled payment models. While it is unclear if that would be the case, we would not expect 
reimbursement to move in that direction more quickly under this administration.  
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 We believe the selloff of both EVHC and AMSG is overdone as a result of the election and 
the likelihood for a repeal and replace of the ACA. Based on data provided by the companies, 
the impact of a full repeal of the ACA without replacement would represent $40-45 million of 
EBITDA for EVHC and $30-35 million for AMSG in 2016. Both companies saw a greater reduction in 
stock price than the complete loss of this EBITDA would imply based on pre-election multiples.  

 Replacement plan will likely allow for continued coverage for some portion of the 20 
million lives insured as a result of the ACA. It is unclear how many of these lives would be 
covered under a potential replacement plan, but the complete elimination of coverage is unlikely, in 
our view.  

 Business fundamentals remain solid and merger remains on track. Both companies have 
solid fundamentals that are inconsistent with near-trough valuations. There are no indications that 
the repeal of ACA will impact the proposed EVHC-AMSG merger, which is scheduled to close this 
quarter.  
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Investment Ideas | Equity 
Envision Healthcare Holdings, Inc. (EVHC) ▪ Outperform ▪ Gary Lieberman 
AmSurg Corp. (AMSG) ▪ Outperform ▪ Gary Lieberman 

Investment Idea | High Yield Corporate Credit 
IASIS Healthcare LLC (IAS) 8.375% Sr. Notes ▪ Outperform ▪ Duncan Brown 
 
 While we do not think IASIS will be immune from likely health care pressures under a 

Republican-led government, we think current trading levels provide an attractive entry 
point. IAS’s 8.375%s of 2019 are currently offered at 88.0, which implies a 14.25% YTW. We view 
this equity-like return as attractive for a credit that currently only has net leverage of 6.5x.  

 Cash on hand not fully reflected in bond pricing. We note that as of quarter-end, IAS has 
$318.2 million of cash on its balance sheet. In our opinion, IAS could consider looking to buy back 
its bonds in the open market. 
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HEALTH CARE 
 

Life Science Tools, Services & Diagnostics 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Positive 
 
What is good for pharma is good for pharma vendors. We think pharmaceutical services 
companies, such as contract research organizations (CROs) and contract manufacturing organizations 
(CMOs) will likely trade as pharma derivatives, given they are nearly 100% levered to the fortunes of 
the pharma and biotech industries. If the pharma and biotech industries enjoy an easier environment 
under a Republican administration, which the market seems to expect, then pharma derivatives 
should also benefit. Overall, we believe the biggest issues facing pharma is drug pricing, and 
Republicans may still pursue some action on this point. We believe CROs are likely to be more 
sensitive to drug pricing pressure than CMOs, since CMOs are levered primarily to volume trends for 
commercialized products, which are less likely to change. CROs could feel pressure if pressure on 
drug pricing results in reduced R&D spending. The offsetting factor could be a need for more 
efficiency, which could drive greater use of outsourcing, both on the manufacturing and R&D side. 
 
 Tools companies are also pharma derivatives. We also view many tools companies as partial 

pharma derivatives given the degree to which pharma has disproportionately driven growth.  
We estimate that pharma accounts for approximately 25-30% of the tools end market, but has 
driven at least 50% of the growth in recent years. While pharma is the biggest needle-mover for 
tools, we also note that dynamics around National Institutes of Health’s (NIH) funding could impact 
tools. On the one hand, NIH funding has tended to be an area of bipartisan agreement, but on the 
other hand, scientific funding in general seems to receive less attention than other budget priorities 
from those likely to be influential under a new administration.  
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 Top picks are unchanged. We have been consistent in our view that the pharma R&D backdrop is 
likely to remain healthy, and a Republican administration seems likely to reinforce this view.  
As such, our favorite ideas continue to be ICLR and TMO. 
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Investment Ideas | Equity 
Thermo Fischer Scientific, Inc. (TMO) ▪ Outperform ▪ Tim Evans 
ICON plc (ICLR) ▪ Outperform ▪ Tim Evans 
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HEALTH CARE 
 

Managed Care/Ancillary Benefits 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Mixed 
 
The Republican sweep likely means the Affordable Care Act (ACA) “replace and repeal” mantra will be 
pushed as a first priority. The Medicaid expansion and ACA exchanges will likely be targeted for repeal 
via the budget reconciliation process; however, the intention is to offer an alternative for people who 
might lose insurance. Offsetting this negative are the potential repeal of the health insurer fees 
(blamed for higher premiums) and strengthening the Medicare Advantage (MA) program to help 
manage Medicare costs.  
 
 Medicaid could be turned into a block-grant program, which has been in recent Republican 

budget proposals and talked about by the Trump campaign. This would likely feature fixed per-
capita federal funding to states for Medicaid that would perhaps be tied to general inflation, but 
might not keep up with Medicaid costs should they rise over time. Such a shift should give states 
more discretion with respect to their Medicaid programs, but could temper enrollment and payment 
expectations for Medicaid-focused insurers. We believe a repeal of the Medicaid Expansion and 
public exchanges is unlikely without a plan to replace them as it is unlikely that the Trump 
administration would leave about 20 million newly insureds without an option.  

 
 Senator Ryan’s plan suggests that tax credits would potentially be available to consumers 

through various portals, including private exchanges. We expect there would be a transition 
period (potentially two years) that would allow Medicaid-focused insurers and exchange 
participants to adjust their strategies. A shift towards consumerism could accelerate given these 
potential changes in the commercial market. Senator Paul Ryan’s (R-WI) plan promotes Health 
Savings Accounts (HSAs) and consumer-directed health care as it allows consumers to purchase 
across state lines. The plan would also extend continuous coverage protections to individuals, 
allowing a one-time buy-in for standard rates, and adjust the age-rating ratio to 5-1 versus the 3-1 
under the ACA, making it more aligned with pre-ACA levels. 
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 MA payment rates are likely to stabilize. MA reimbursement rates, which were pressured by the 
ACA, should stabilize at current levels and are unlikely to revert to the higher pre-ACA levels.  
The health insurer fee holiday for 2017 could also be extended (or repealed entirely). Both items 
should benefit MA-focused insurers most.  
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 Humana has stated that the non-income tax deductibility of the health insurer fee in 2017 
represents $2.20 in EPS benefit, which HUM plans to adjust out of earnings; however if the fee is 
eliminated for the longer term, HUM would benefit from both that and the removal of the fee itself 
on a longer-term basis. While all insurers would see this benefit, it is most significant to HUM since 
it is one of the largest MA plans and MA represents over 70% of HUM’s earnings.  
 

 Humana is positioned to benefit from any strengthening of the Medicare Advantage program and in 
particular from a more consistent rate environment. In addition, while HUM has exposure to the 
individual exchange commercial business, it is not profitable, so the repeal and cessation of the 
business would positively impact HUM’s earnings.  

  
 Humana is in the process of being acquired by Aetna (for $125 cash + 0.8375 share AET per share 

of HUM). The current administration’s Department of Justice (DoJ) has intervened, but the 
administrative transition could mean the DoJ would seek to settle before a transition to garner 
what concessions are possible or the merger could get a second look from a new Trump 
administration. 

Investment Idea | Equity 
Humana Inc. (HUM) ▪ Outperform ▪ Peter Costa 
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INDUSTRIAL 
 

Aerospace & Defense 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Positive 
 
We believe Donald Trump’s election win on November 8 will provide a tailwind for defense 
stocks and spread/yield tightening across bond complexes in the near term. The trajectory of 
Department of Defense (DoD) spending over the next several years is unclear, but we believe both 
Congress and Trump want to increase spending. With the House and Senate remaining Republican, 
the chairs of most defense committees should largely stay the same.  
 
 We believe the first decision will be to extend the continuing resolution (CR) beyond 

December 9. A Republican-controlled Senate is more likely to come to a longer budget decision 
during the lame duck session since there is less incentive for Democrats to wait until the next 
Congress.  
 

 In 2017, the next decision will be whether the Budget Control Act (BCA) is repealed.  
We have less confidence this can happen, but do think the overall trajectory for defense spending 
remains up. With a Republican Congress, we expect continued upward pressure on spending that 
should translate into organic growth for the defense contractors.  
 

 The impact on NATO will be an interesting development in the coming years as Trump has 
very publicly stated his views on the outsized contributions from the U.S. and that he views the 
organization to be obsolete. An uptick in international defense spending could be a further boost to 
defense revenues. 
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Donovan M. Chaney 
Senior High Yield Analyst 
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Senior Investment Grade Analyst 
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 Lockheed Martin’s decision to freeze its pension plans created an anomaly: in 2020 net pension 
expense could flip to income as service costs are no longer accrued. We would not be surprised to 
see net pension income increase by at least $2.5B versus 2016 levels—helping GAAP EPS to grow 
at a 20% CAGR to $20/share in 2020. 

 2017 organic sales growth should be ~5%, led by F-35 production and sustainment, air missile 
defense sales, and slight growth in Rotary & Mission Systems. Also, international sales are 
increasing led by F-35, missile defense systems (PAC-3, Aegis, MEADS, Ground Based Strategic 
Deterrent), C-130J cargo planes, tactical missiles, and helicopters. 

 The company expects to generate ~$15.8B of operating cash flow in 2015-17—$800MM above 
prior expectations. LMT also expects to generate over $15B in OCF in 2017-2019, with each year at 
or above $5B, driven by higher F-35 volume, Sikorsky cash generation, international growth, and 
pension recovery. Projected OCF assumes $1.5B-$2.0B of pension contributions in 2018-2019. 

TRACS Vol. 35 ▪ November 2016 Integrated Research & Economics 

Investment Idea | Equity  
Lockheed Martin Corp. (LMT) ▪ Outperform ▪ Sam Pearlstein 
 

Investment Idea | Investment Grade Corporate Credit 
Lockheed Martin Corp. (LMT) ▪ Outperform ▪ Jim Dunn 
 
 The company is the largest defense prime contractor with revenue exceeding $45B. LMT benefits 

from its significant scale and high barriers to entry, particularly given the technological nature and 
classified status of many of its DoD programs. 

 In connection with the $9B acquisition of Sikorsky Aircraft (Sikorsky) from United Technologies in 
November 2015, LMT accessed the market for $7 billion. Leverage increased nearly 1.5x following 
the acquisition, but the company is expected to deleverage to a more manageable level, partially 
aided by the recent disposition of its IS&GS business, which yielded $1.8B of cash proceeds.  

 Lockheed Martin (Baa1/BBB+) currently trades 5-10 bps cheap to lower-rated Northrop Grumman 
(Baa2/BBB) in the 30-year part of the curve, which we believe represents an opportunity for 
outperformance in LMT spreads as the company continues to deleverage. 
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INDUSTRIAL 
 

Automotive Suppliers 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Negative 
 
Uncertainty about trade agreements could negatively affect future North American auto 
production and lead to higher costs. Mexico and Canada comprised 32% of total North American 
light vehicle production in 2015. Tariffs on Canadian and Mexican production would increase vehicle 
costs, reduce consumer affordability and could negatively affect manufacturer margins. In addition,  
a Trump administration could pursue easing fuel efficiency regulatory requirements—a potential 
content negative for several companies in our coverage universe. Lower individual and corporate tax 
rates could be a partial offset. Gentex and Mobileye have no manufacturing exposure to Mexico and 
should be relatively insulated from a material change to NAFTA.  
 
 Renegotiation/elimination of NAFTA would likely increase costs throughout the supply 

chain and to the consumer. Mexico and Canada are key contributors to North America 
production. The percentage of total North American light vehicle production done in Canada and 
Mexico has increased 10% since 1995 (32% of total North American light vehicle production versus 
22% in 1995). All else equal, tariffs on vehicle production would reduce consumer affordability. 
Automakers would not be able to shift production quickly enough to offset higher manufacturing 
costs. Since 2005, Mexico has gotten most of the new OEM assembly capacity added in North 
America (four new plants opened).  

 Higher costs would reduce consumer affordability. TrueCar estimates the average transaction 
price (ATP) approximates $33,544. We estimate that a 5% increase in average transaction price 
related to a tariff implementation could increase consumer monthly payment by $30-35 (assuming 
a 72-month loan, 5% down payment and 5% interest rate). Affordability could be stunted and 
reduce new vehicle unit sales, all else equal.  

 Used car sales could be beneficiary. We believe late-model used vehicle demand could benefit 
from the potential renegotiation/elimination of NAFTA. An increase in new vehicle transaction prices 
could make late model used vehicles more affordable on a relative basis. Franchised dealers earn a 
higher percentage margin on used vehicles versus new vehicles (~6% versus ~7%). That said, the 
net economic effect could negatively affect dealers. 

  
 

 

Richard M. Kwas, CFA  
Senior Equity Analyst 
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 Content growth should be strong over the next few years fueled by adoption of the company’s full 
display mirror product (FDM). For 2017, the company expects to increase revenues 6-10% yr/yr in 
a low growth production environment. Full display mirror contribution should be more meaningful 
in 2018 and beyond.  

 The company manufactures virtually all of its products in Michigan. As such, we believe a NAFTA 
renegotiation would have little direct impact on the company’s manufacturing operations.  

 Balance sheet is strong. As of Q3 2016, the company’s net debt to capitalization was negative and 
net cash per share approximated $1.17 (ex-cash, the 2017 P/E multiple is 11.8x). The company’s 
tax rate 32% is above the auto supplier average and has room to decline (potential beneficiary of 
corporate tax reform).  
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Investment Idea | Equity  
Gentex Corporation (GNTX) ▪ Outperform ▪ Rich Kwas 
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INDUSTRIAL 
 

Diversified Industrials 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Positive 
 
Infrastructure investment is a key focus for industrials. With the election now behind us, a 
focus on advancing policies to drive economic growth, particularly in the area of infrastructure would 
broadly benefit industrial companies. Much like other U.S. corporations, tax reform that would reduce 
corporate rates is of interest. The uncertainty remains related to Trump’s pledge and focus to 
renegotiate trade deals. 

 
 Industrials looking towards reaccelerating growth. Broadly speaking, U.S. industrial 

companies face another year of tepid growth at best; management teams will look for the new 
Trump administration to drive policies that would benefit U.S. economic and industrial growth.  
 

 General infrastructure investment would benefit industrials. There is noted optimism for the 
new Trump administration given the expected increase in U.S. infrastructure spending. While the 
timing and dollar amount remain uncertain at this time, a potential increase would broadly favor 
industrials, which would supply tooling, equipment, manpower and supplies to complete the projects. 
 

 Transportation is likely a key market to benefit. Trump’s call for investing in the nation’s 
infrastructure would likely benefit transit. Additionally, the American Public Transportation 
Association (APTA) noted that voters approved 33 of the 46 state and local measures on ballots, 
providing substantial funding for investment in public transportation. 

  
 

 

Allison Poliniak-Cusic, CFA  
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 Transit accounts for roughly 45% of WAB’s revenue. We are in the early stages of a transportation 
bill that would provide funding for the U.S. transit sector. Longer term, (1) increased ridership and 
urbanization trends, (2) an increasing scope of state of good repair ($100B+ for the MTA alone 
over the next 20 years), (3) emission standards (WAB subsidiary delivered first-tier, four-
commuter locomotive March 2016) and (4) increased train automation and safety equipment all 
point to increased expenditures in this area. 

 Freight infrastructure related to safety and driving improved efficiency could benefit from increased 
investment in the nation’s infrastructure. WAB generated $493 million of revenue from positive 
train control (PTC) and signaling. PTC revenue in particular is down 25% this year given the capex 
challenges at the railroads and transit agencies.  

 Aftermarket, whether freight or transit, is driven by increased volumes on our rail system.  
Rail traffic is highly correlated with the health of the U.S. economy. Year-to-date, freight carloads 
are down 9.8% from 2015 levels with WAB’s freight aftermarket business impacted similarly.  
An effort to accelerate industrial activity would be a clear positive for the freight market, returning 
this subset back to positive growth for WAB. 

Investment Idea | Equity 
Westinghouse Air Brake Technologies, Corp. (WAB) ▪ Outperform ▪ Allison Poliniak-Cusic 
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INDUSTRIAL 
 

Electrical and Industrial Products 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Positive 
 
We believe a Trump presidency could be a net positive for our multi-industry/electrical 
equipment coverage. There are many puts and takes. We believe the potential renegotiation of 
NAFTA could increase manufacturing costs. However, the potential for a lower corporate tax rate and 
foreign earnings repatriation, reduced regulation, and infrastructure/energy investment would be 
incrementally beneficial to many in our coverage universe. 
  
 Lower corporate tax rates and repatriation of foreign earnings could drive industrial 

investment. A significant portion of our coverage universe possesses tax rates near the U.S. 
statutory rate. Furthermore, many companies have the vast majority of their cash overseas (90+% 
in some cases). A reduction in the corporate tax rate and/or a tax holiday on foreign earnings 
would enable a significant amount of cash to come back to the U.S. to benefit investment and/or 
U.S. shareholders.  
 

 Infrastructure and energy investment would benefit demand. Several names in our coverage 
universe are exposed to infrastructure and energy. We believe a broad infrastructure bill could 
directly and indirectly benefit non-residential construction and power infrastructure investment. 
Reduced regulation and investment incentives could fuel oil and gas investments. Several 
companies in our coverage universe have meaningful exposure to the energy complex. As a 
percentage of total sales. revenue contribution from upstream and midstream oil and gas ranges 
from 10-25% for several companies in our coverage universe.  
 

 We believe Hubbell and Emerson are clear demand beneficiaries. Both companies have 
meaningful exposure to energy and infrastructure investment (well over 20% of sales for each). 
Hubbell has a higher mix of U.S. sales (89% of 2015A sales).  
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 We estimate direct energy and utility represents 25-30% of the company’s sales.  
We believe reduced regulation and incentives to drive energy and infrastructure investment would 
have a tangible benefit on the company’s growth rate.  

 Tax rate above-average and repatriation opportunity. The company’s overall tax rate (32%) 
is relatively high, and the company could benefit nicely from tax reform. In addition, a significant 
portion of the company’s cash balance ($365M, 10+% of assets) is based overseas. A tax holiday 
could allow the company to more easily deploy cash. 

 Self-help and mix benefit potential. The company’s electrical segment margin is well below 
peak (~15% in 2013). Higher energy and infrastructure investment would benefit the company’s 
electrical margin. In addition, the company should benefit from ongoing restructuring savings.  

TRACS Vol. 35 ▪ November 2016 Integrated Research & Economics 

Investment Ideas | Equity 
 
Hubbell Incorporated (HUBB) ▪ Outperform ▪ Rich Kwas 
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INDUSTRIAL 
 

Engineering & Construction, 
Equipment Rentals  

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Positive 
 
Infrastructure Plan Could Add 15% Step-Up To Non-Residential Construction. Trump’s 
infrastructure plan would be a step-up of about $100B, which equates to an incremental 63% to 
current infrastructure construction spend and incremental 15% to current total non-residential 
construction spend. All else equal, we believe an infrastructure plan in that ballpark would be a 
significant tailwind to companies with meaningful exposure to U.S. non-residential construction, 
including the equipment rental space (e.g., URI, HRI, NEFF) and the engineering & construction space 
(especially those with meaningful infrastructure exposure such as ACM and EME). Lifting certain 
energy restrictions could be a net positive on the E&C space.  
 
 Infrastructure Plan A Significant Tailwind. Trump’s proposed infrastructure plan could add an 

incremental $100B annual spend. Current construction spend on those categories of infrastructure 
is about $160B annualized (using value-put-in-place data for transportation, highway and street, 
sewage and waste disposal, and water supply), so an incremental $100B per year would be step-up 
of 63%. Total non-residential construction (including the aforementioned categories) is currently 
about $690B so an incremental $100B would be a step up of 15%. Total construction activity 
(including non-residential and residential) is currently $1.15T so an incremental $100B would be a 
step up of 9%.  
 

 Lifting Certain Energy Restrictions Likely Net Positive on E&C Space. Lifting certain energy 
restrictions would likely facilitate more energy and chemicals projects such as pipelines, chemical 
plants, refinery work, LNG etc. However, if the Clean Power Plan is killed, it may reduce the 
number of combined-cycle, gas-powered plants constructed. The net result might be a modest net 
positive on the E&C space.  
 

  
 

 

Justin Ward 
Senior Equity Analyst 
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INDUSTRIAL 
 

Machinery 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Positive 
 
Trump Victory Suggests Increased U.S. Infrastructure Investment And Decreased Regulatory 
Environment But Potential Drag On Global Trade. Both candidates had proposed increased 
infrastructure investment during the campaign, with a now President-elect Trump pledge to increase 
incremental infrastructure spend to $1 trillion over 10 years (or $100B per year), and if the pledge is 
realized, this implies an estimated 69%, 16%, and 10% boost to annual investment in infrastructure 
(transportation, highway and street, sewage and water, and waste disposal), non-residential construction, 
and total construction, respectively. Combining the increased investment with potential decreases in 
regulations and corporate tax rates could drive significant increases to U.S. capital equipment expenditures. 
There is a particular benefit for construction equipment manufacturers, such as CAT, DE, and TEX. While 
positive for U.S. equipment demand, a Trump victory also creates uncertainty for global trade given Mr. 
Trump’s desire to renegotiate existing trade agreements, and this leads us to narrow our focus to 
companies with more exposure to potential improvement in U.S. construction activity. 
 
 Make America Great Again Infrastructure Investment Should Drive Increased Equipment 

Demand. If President-elect Trump follows through on his promise to rebuild U.S. infrastructure, demand 
for construction equipment and other machinery should increase. Prior channel check work suggested 
demand growth impediments were uncertainty, delayed projects, and excess equipment inventory due to 
energy sector weakness. Prior to the election, most investors expected 2017 to be another challenging 
year for machinery demand. Some manufacturers had forecast 2017 North American construction 
equipment to be flat to down 10% after an anticipated 5-10% yr/yr drop in 2016. Investor sentiment 
had grown negative for 2017, and that now appears to be largely reversing. 
 

 Lightening of Regulatory Burden Could Be Incrementally Positive. In most of our channel checks 
through 2016, we heard a common concern from equipment dealers that appeared to weigh on 
equipment investment trends—uncertain regulatory environment. If President-elect Trump removes 
some of these headwinds to investment, we could foresee incremental private investment in construction 
projects and an associated equipment refresh.  

Andrew Casey 
Senior Equity Analyst 

Donovan M. Chaney 
Senior High Yield Analyst 
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 TEX is currently pursuing internal return improvement with a topline that has compressed due to weak 
energy, lethargic U.S. construction activity, and negative effect from replacement cycle timing in its 
Aerial Work Platform business. Absent underlying demand improvement, TEX has been pursuing a set of 
internal improvement initiatives that should enable increased return on invested capital (ROIC). 
Assuming demand improvement driven by increased construction activity, the company’s plan to 
streamline its cost and capital structure should support significant margin, earnings, and cash flow 
growth and enable incremental valuation expansion. 

 The company appears largely on plan with its turn-around efforts to improve internal returns in the 
face of weak market demand. TEX is focused on generating after-tax ROIC above its 10% cost of 
capital at current low volume levels. The conceptual framework includes portfolio optimization 
(currently pursuing divestiture of a previously break-even business with anticipated $770 million cash 
proceeds and 25% equity stake in Konecranes), reallocation of capital to debt reduction and potential 
share repurchase, and internal cost reduction (identified approximately $100 million base cost 
improvement over next few years).  

 Absent substantial revenue growth potential, we estimate TEX could achieve the goal on flat revenue 
by reducing its capital base (i.e., $700 million debt reduction post MHPS closure) and pursuing 
incremental actions above the identified $100 million in cost improvements including either: (1) 
decrease capital base by incremental $600 million with $180 million cost reduction (approximate 
incremental $70-80 million in run rate savings), or (2) $250 million cost reduction (incremental $140-
150 million in run rate savings). With incremental infrastructure investment, we would expect 
significant upside to return potential. 

 

Investment Idea | Equity  
Terex Corporation (TEX) ▪ Outperform ▪ Andy Casey 

Investment Idea | Investment Grade Corporate Credit  
Martin Marietta Materials, Inc. (MLM) ▪ Outperform ▪ Jim Dunn 
  MLM is the No. 2 U.S. producer of aggregates for the construction industry, with a strong position in 

many high-growth regions of the U.S., such as Texas and the Southeast. The company should benefit 
from the commitment for higher infrastructure spending under the Trump administration. We estimate 
that 40%-45% of the company’s volumes are exposure to infrastructure spending. 

 In December 2015, President Obama signed into law a new five-year, $305 billion highway bill entitled 
Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act, or FAST Act. This is the first long-term bill that Washington 
has passed since 2005 and ends a pattern of short-term funding fixes that have plagued highway 
spending over the past decade. 

 MLM has reduced leverage below 2x (1.9x total/1.8x net) as a result of significant margin expansion as 
volumes have increased. We expect Moody’s to upgrade MLM within the next six months given the 
improved financial performance. 
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INDUSTRIAL 
 

Metals & Mining 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Positive 
 
We believe the Trump victory lends itself to accommodative policy and improved 
supply/demand fundamentals. In short, we believe a Trump administration would likely ease 
regulations that have crimped metals & mining markets in recent years, most notably in the form of 
President Obama’s Clean Power Plan, which has weighed on domestic coal markets. Additionally, we 
believe the increasingly protectionist rhetoric has improved supply dynamics in many metals (steel, 
aluminum) while large-scale infrastructure spending would spur demand domestically.  

 
 Potential easing of Clean Power Plan could stimulate domestic coal industry.  

Coal production has fallen by approximately 18% since the start of the Obama administration 
through 2015, with production down an incremental 23% YTD through Q3 2016, due to two 
primary drivers: regulation and low natural gas prices. While we anticipate low natural gas to 
remain a key competitive challenge as utilities switch to the lowest cost fuel, an easing of the 
regulatory pressures would likely remove some of the negative overhang from the use of coal. 
 

 Protectionist rhetoric should support metals supply dynamics. Trump has long voiced his 
concerns surrounding international industry hindering domestic prospects and has been a supporter 
of recent trade case filings in both steel and aluminum. We would expect the administration to 
remain supportive of domestic industry through increasing international trade regulation and 
restriction, likely limiting the future impact of imported commodities on domestic markets. 
 

 Large-scale infrastructure stimulus would drive demand for metals domestically.  
Aside from the much-discussed border wall, which would obviously drive meaningful materials 
demand, we believe that Trump would likely roll out a series of significant infrastructure spending 
plans, yielding incremental demand for industrial metals such as steel, aluminum, and copper.  
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 We believe U.S. Steel stands to benefit from the aforementioned protectionist measures taken by a 
Trump administration, supporting the domestic supply picture, while any potential infrastructure bill 
(or a border wall) would likely drive incremental demand. We would expect X to experience higher 
pricing and steady demand over the short term as domestic mills work price hikes through the 
market. 
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Investment Ideas | High Yield Corporate Credit  
 
United States Steel Corp. (X) ▪ 7.375% Senior Notes due 2020 ▪ Outperform ▪ David Deterding 

 

Investment Idea | Investment Grade Corporate Credit 
Nucor Corp. (NUE) ▪ Market Perform ▪ Jim Dunn 
 
 In recent years, Nucor has significantly improved its cost position through investment in high-

quality scrap substitutes. Through vertical integration, the company has experienced impressive 
margin improvement despite facing a flood of foreign imports. We believe a Trump presidency will 
improve the domestic supply/pricing environment and that NUE’s end markets (weighted towards 
non-residential construction and autos) will remain stable. 

 NUE is a leader in producing long and bar steel, which should benefit most from increased 
infrastructure spending. 

 We have a Market Perform recommendation on NUE given relative value, however, we believe the 
Nucor story became more attractive given the election outcome and the potential for additional 
protectionist measures. 
 

 We expect TCK to continue to outperform the broader high yield metals & mining universe as its 
key commodities, met coal and zinc, experience strong demand on the heels of a potential 
infrastructure package in the U.S. Additionally, we believe TCK remains well positioned for a 
potential upgrade to investment grade over the coming years. Accordingly, we believe the 2035 
notes remain attractive give current trading levels below par and relatively attractive current yield. 

Teck Resources Ltd. (TCKBCN) ▪ 6.125% Senior Notes due 2035 ▪ Outperform ▪ David Deterding 
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MEDIA & TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
 

Telecom, Cable & Media 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Positive 
 

Telecom is a very regulated industry. Cable has also come under the watchful eyes of the FCC as 
things like Special Access/Business Data Services (BDS) reform become a reality. Based on the two 
candidates’ campaigns, it is our opinion that Hillary Clinton had a more evolved agenda of action 
items regarding telecom and broadband policy than does Donald Trump. So, we have a lot to learn 
given the election results. Historically, a Republican administration has been more pro-business with a 
lighter regulatory touch. Both of these bode well for telecom and cable sectors. That said, the key 
part of the election that will most affect our space will likely be the constitution of the FCC and the 
FTC following the election.  

 
 How The Next FCC Looks is Key. The key question is who will run the FCC in a Trump 

administration. The expectation that Chairman Wheeler would stay on at the agency until his full 
term expired is no longer realistic, in our view. If the rhetoric of those surrounding Trump’s 
campaign rings true, we can expect a Republican FCC to make a big push to roll back some of the 
regulations put in place under President Obama, such as the Title II/Net Neutrality rules.  
There may also be a push to roll back some or all of the recently passed FCC legislation regarding 
online privacy. It’s unclear whether Chairman Wheeler will be able to act on the open items related 
to BDS or STB before he departs and if he does not, some suggest that a Republican FCC will 
reverse course on these two items. There is a big question on how a Trump FCC will view 
transactions, including the recently announced T/TWX merger and the LVLT/CTL transaction.  

  
 Spectrum Policy Unchanged. Spectrum policy is generally bipartisan, whereby both parties agree 

that more spectrum is needed to support growing network usage. The FCC’s incentive/broadcast 
auction of 600MHz should wrap up in the next 3-6 months. We believe that regulators, no matter 
their party affiliation, believe that 5G is a game-changing technology and will do what it takes to 
support that evolution. We expect there will be an even greater focus among a Republican House, 
Senate and White House to raise more general revenues through spectrum auctions; however, it’s 
unclear whether the industry’s efforts to pry more high-bandwidth spectrum away from 
government users will be more or less difficult under a Republican Congress and administration.  

  
 

 

Jennifer M. Fritzsche ▪ Senior Equity Analyst 
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 CMCSA is ahead of the curve from a technology basis and has been executing at the top of its game.  

 With a Republican win and a potential eye off of net neutrality, we view CMCSA as having the 
greatest upside given no integration issues, investment grade balance sheet, and lowest valuation 
of the pay-tv stocks. 
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Investment Idea | Equity  
Comcast Corporation Class A. (CMCSA) ▪ Outperform ▪ Marci Ryvicker  
 

Sprint Corporation (S) ▪ Outperform ▪ Jennifer Fritzsche 
 

 S fundamentals continue to improve in terms of subscriber growth, EBITDA and churn.  

 Deepest spectrum position of any of the four national wireless carriers.  

 Improving liquidity picture ($12B+ in liquidity).  

 Conclusion that Sprint will not be a part of any M&A now remains an open question/debate given a 
Republican president, Congress and FCC (coming in January, 2017).  

 Improving free cash flow (FCF) picture as high-cost interest notes are paid down with lower-cost debt. 

 $19B+ in Net Operating Losses—becomes an important asset to many.  

 
 Investment Ideas | Investment Grade Corporate Credit  
CCO, LLC (CHTR) ▪ Outperform ▪ Nicole Black 
Time Warner Cable (TWC) ▪ Outperform ▪ Nicole Black 
 
 We like that this name has already had its “big event.” Unlike some of its telecom/cable/media 

peers, we like that Charter has already closed on its large Time Warner Cable acquisition and does 
not face any sort of regulatory review process in D.C. We feel like the company is primarily focused 
on integration in the near-term, so we are less worried about event risk than we are with most 
other TMT names. 

 We find relative value attractive. The secured portion of the Charter capital stack, which includes 
the investment grade-rated Charter bonds as well as the legacy TWC bonds, offers an attractive 
yield versus the broader communications sector, in our opinion. Against a backdrop of uncertainty, 
we think this is a name worth owning. 
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 Sprint continues to make operational progress, with positive net postpaid handset additions, 
record-low churn and an improving network experience as it leverages it’s significant spectrum 
holdings. 

 We believe the strategic importance of wireless will increase over time as consumers migrate to 
smartphones and tablets for media consumption, location-based services and connectivity. While 
we do not know the “new” FCC’s approach to M&A, we believe a Republican-tilted commission could 
be more consolidation-friendly. 

 At current yields, we believe investors are well compensated for the various risks in Sprint, 
including lower network capex, significant leverage and the recent structural subordination of 
asset-backed financing. We would expect Sprint’s next liquidity move would be a second spectrum 
sale leaseback in the next 6-12 months. 
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Investment Idea | High Yield Corporate Credit  
Sprint Corporation (S) ▪ Outperform ▪ Davis Hebert 
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REAL ESTATE, GAMING & LODGING Gaming 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Positive 
 
Trump generally positive towards gaming. We do not expect the federal election to have a major, 
direct effect on the gaming industry, and there weren’t any major issues arising from state ballots. 
Indirectly, higher interest rates, lower health care costs, re-energized regional voters/consumers and 
a change in relations with China could impact the industry. We don’t generally view the Republican 
party as pro-gaming, even though Mr. Trump will be the first former casino owner to become 
president, and LVS’s CEO is a prominent Republican backer. Gaming is generally regulated at the 
state level, though the federal government has some power over online gaming and sports betting. 
We don’t anticipate near-term movement on these issues. The results of state ballots didn’t surprise, 
with no major industry implications.  
 
 Internet gaming and sports betting are key federal issues. Internet gaming and sports 

betting are currently restricted to a few states. Neither candidate took a strong stance on the issue, 
and federal internet gaming legislation has been locked in Congress for several years. We don’t 
think internet gaming is a legislative priority, and don’t expect any near-term action. Likewise, we 
don’t expect Congress to initiate changes to sports betting legislation. 
 

 Key U.S. state ballots. New Jersey voters rejected a proposal to expand gaming in the northern 
part of the state. This is a positive for Atlantic City and casinos in eastern Pennsylvania. 
Legalization of marijuana in Nevada could marginally impact tourism, in our view. 
 

 Our high-level thoughts on election implications. (1) Higher interest rates and a steeper yield 
curve are negative for leveraged companies, high dividend payers and REITs, but positive for some 
gaming customers; (2) Campaign rhetoric could be a mild short-term negative for international 
tourism to Las Vegas; (3) Lower health care costs are a meaningful positive for gaming customers, 
and operators’ cost bases; (4) Regional consumer spending could pick up, with regional consumers 
possibly feeling more engaged and positive on the economic outlook; and (5) Change in Chinese 
relations and trade policy could affect LVS, WYNN and MGM’s assets in Macau. 
 

  
 

 

Cameron McKnight 
Senior Equity Analyst 

Dennis M. Farrell, Jr. 
Senior High Yield Analyst 
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 There has been some choppiness in the value consumer, driving flattish regional gaming growth 
(+0.9% YTD) this year. Higher health care costs and gas prices, and reduced job security and 
declining real wages have become meaningful headwinds for the value consumer.  

 Trump received strong support in many regional gaming markets. Regional consumer spending 
could pick up, with regional consumers possibly feeling more engaged and positive on the economic 
outlook. 

 Lower health care costs would be a positive for consumers and operators—if we see comprehensive 
heath care reform.  

 Higher interest rates would be a positive for senior citizens, which comprise a large portion of 
regional gaming revenue.  
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Investment Ideas | Equity 
Penn National Gaming, Inc. (PENN) ▪ Outperform ▪ Cameron McKnight  
Pinnacle Entertainment, Inc. (PNK) Market Perform ▪ Cameron McKnight 
 

Investment Idea | High Yield Corporate Credit  
Golden Nugget Inc. (GOLDNU) Outperform ▪ Dennis Farrell 
 
 We believe the Golden Nugget Inc.’s 8.5% Senior Notes due 2021 have the strongest total return 

opportunity in our gaming space. Our thesis is driven by a strong portfolio of gaming assets in 
Nevada and Louisiana providing investors with healthy collateral value and cash flow generation. 
The issuer could look to refinance its capital structure at the first call date. This credit is an 
attractive yield-to-call play, in our opinion. At $104.5 dollar price, investors could garner a 7.4% 
yield to the next call (12/01/19), if the company chooses to refinance its capital structure.  
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REAL ESTATE Prison REITs 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Positive 
 
Given the Democratic Party’s desire to reduce the federal government’s reliance on private,  
for-profit, prison owner/operators, a Trump presidency and Republican-led Congress represents 
a positive for the sector, in our view. While sentencing reform has bi-partisan support and federal 
prison populations—specifically within the Bureau of Prisons (BOP)—are likely to continue their downward 
trend over time, we believe election results could slow that pace and further present upside within 
immigrant detention as Trump institutes stricter border control policies.  
 
 Immigration & Customs Enforcement (ICE) populations are likely to grow, with Congress 

potentially appropriating additional funds toward border security. ICE has been vocal about the 
need for continued use of private operators, even as the Department of Homeland Security conducts an 
internal review of its operations. The agency outsources virtually all of its space requirements, and many 
existing public alternatives (local jails, etc.) do not meet current ICE standards, are too small/inefficient, 
are overcrowded, or do not align well with ICE’s geographic needs. With new ICE contracts already 
rumored to be in the works, we would expect potential future wins could surface here. 
 

 The phase-out of Bureau of Prisons contracts is likely to continue, but the pace may slow. 
The Department of Justice has stated its desire to reduce bed counts from 10,800 down to a maximum 
of 3,600 as part of CAR (Criminal Alien Requirement) XVI, and we do not expect that to change. 
However, the longer-term phase out of private prison use could be pushed further out at the margin 
given the new administration, with near-term renewals now more likely, in our view. 
 

 Family detention could also benefit. In our view, a Trump administration solidifies the ongoing 
existence of family detention in its current form; however, any attempt to increase bed counts materially 
or lengthen average stays would likely be met with opposition and potential lawsuits. 
 

 Somewhat of an offset—but as expected—California passes Proposition 57. This could quicken 
the pace of inmate reductions within the state’s prison system, and subsequently reduce the need for 
out-of-state beds currently contracted with CoreCivic, Inc. (~4,800). 
 

  
 

 

Robert R. LaQuaglia, CFA, CMT 
Senior Equity Analyst 

Kevin McClure, CFA 
Senior Investment Grade Analyst 
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 CoreCivic (formerly, Corrections Corporation of America, Inc.) contracts with three federal 
agencies: BOP, ICE and the U.S. Marshals (USMS). In our view, a Trump presidency alleviates the 
risk of a material change in the company’s recently reworked ICE contract at its South Texas 
Family Residential Center (family detention) and could result in future ICE business given a tougher 
stance on border security and immigration.  

 Despite a likely dividend cut, the company’s yield remains attractive for income-oriented investors. 
We are conservatively modeling a common dividend cut to $1.40—the minimum to remain a REIT 
structure. At current prices, the yield would still be well above the overall REIT industry average.  

 That said, we believe BOP related business remains at risk, particularly as it relates to the 
company’s Eden Detention Center (part of CAR XVI rebid). We would also note that the passage of 
Proposition 57 in the state of California could pressure out-of-state inmate populations held in CXW 
facilities as increased capacity is created within the state system. As such, we do not attribute our 
highest rating to shares.  
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Investment Idea | Equity  
CoreCivic, Inc. (CXW) ▪ Market Perform ▪ Robert LaQuaglia 

Investment Idea | High-Yield Corporate Credit 
The GEO Group, Inc. (GEO) ▪ Outperform ▪ 6.0% Sr. Notes of 2026 ▪ Kevin McClure 
 
 In our view, a Trump victory removes uncertainty regarding the durability of the federal business, 

while unified Republican control of government increases the likelihood that additional funds are 
appropriated to enhance border security and increase/modernize detention capacity.  

 Most investors, in our view, had assumed a Clinton victory and a long-term downtrend in the BOP 
business, at a minimum. We consider the Trump victory a positive surprise for the sector, and we 
believe the best way for credit investors to “play” the election results is to buy long-dated GEO 
bonds. 

 GEO’s 6.0% notes due 2026 were recently quoted at 95.75, for a bid-side YTW of 6.61%, which is 
wide of the HY index (6.61% YTW) and the B index (6.77% YTW). In our view, the bonds should 
rally further on the news given the improved fundamental backdrop and market sentiment, as 
investors shift focus to growth opportunities as opposed to potential credit deterioration. 
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TECHNOLOGY & SERVICES 
 

Government Services 

Sector View 
 
What effect do the election results have on your sector? Limited Impact 
 
Government Services Providers Should See a Traditional Short-Term Pause in Award 
Activity, But no Meaningful Change in Spending Priorities for 1-2 Years. The vast majority of 
work for the sector is ongoing support under multiyear contracts that offer very high re-compete win 
rates. This only adds further to the sector growth/margin/cash flow predictability. It is generally 
assumed by service providers that under a Trump administration more funding would go toward 
Defense and Homeland Security, but not meaningfully so. Of course, any increase in military activity 
could lead to more funding for the DoD and therefore be more favorable to the service providers.  
 
 Federal Budget Mechanism Limits Near-Term Spending Changes. The Budget Control Act of 

2011 puts a ceiling on spending (unless modified), and the GFY17 budget has been in the works 
since last winter. The new president’s first opportunity to affect spending priorities is in the GFY18 
proposal, but much of that money is actually spent in the following year. The bigger near-term 
issue is whether the continuing resolution (CR) that is currently funding the federal government 
through December 9 is extended, or (hopefully) GFY17 appropriations are passed. If the CR is 
extended, that would limit new starts and therefore be a negative, but only “at the margin.”  
 

 Large Award Decisions Unlikely Near Term Until New Political Appointees are Confirmed. 
Regardless of the change in political party in the White House, or not, the pace of award activity 
tends to slow just before and for several months after an election. Since there was a surge in 
awards at the end of GFY16 (September) that should provide sufficient work to bridge the period.  
 

 Military Conflicts Much Bigger Driver of Demand. Despite the best efforts of presidents, their 
legacy is often defined by the military conflicts in which they become involved. Major 
“discretionary” budget changes are almost always in the Defense and Homeland Security budgets. 
Of course entitlements and the deficit remain a real and growing challenge to budget flexibility.  

  
 

 

Edward S. Caso, Jr., CFA  
Senior Equity Analyst 
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 CSRA is a leading government services provider focused on bringing new technology (e.g., cloud) 
to the Federal government. Relatively higher than peers IT focus, capital investments, fixed priced 
contract usage and aggressive cost structure allow for superior and sustainable EBITDA margins 
that are not, in our view recognized by investors, thus, offering significant opportunity for stock 
multiple expansion.  
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Investment Idea | Equity  
CSRA, Inc. (CSRA) ▪ Outperform ▪ Ed Caso 
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STOCK DATA 

Company Name Ticker Rating  
FY 
End 

52-Wk. Range 
High - Low 

Mkt. Cap. 
($MMs) 

Price 
11/14/2016 

EPS Estimates 
FY ’15A       FY ’16E       FY ’17E 

P/E Ratios 
  FY ’16E     FY ’17E 

Analyst 

Consumer                                 
  Altria Group, Inc. MO 1/O Dec. $70 - $56 $120,477.4 $61.72 2.80   3.05   3.39 20.2x 18.2x Herzog 

  CalAtlantic Group, Inc. CAA 2/M Dec. 43 - 27 3,710.7 31.34 2.49   3.37   4.08 9.3x 7.7x East 
  Constellation Brands, Inc. STZ 1/M Feb. 174 - 130 31,399.5 152.87 4.44   5.43   6.41 28.2x 23.8x Herzog 
  D.R. Horton, Inc. DHI 1/M Sep. 35 - 23 10,242.9 27.52 2.03   2.36   2.76 11.7x 10.0x East 
  Dave & Busters Entertainment, Inc. PLAY 1/M V Jan. 50 - 30 1,973.6 45.58 1.52   1.94   2.27 23.5x 20.1x Farmer 
  LGI Homes, Inc. LGIH 1/M V Dec. 40 - 19 649.5 30.93 2.44   3.33   3.99 9.3x 7.8x East 
  lululemon athletica, inc. LULU 1/M V Jan. 82 - 43 7,845.8 57.06 1.86   2.12   2.54 26.9x 22.5x Boruchow 

Energy                                 
  NextEra Energy, Inc. NEE 1/M Dec. $132 - $96 $53,100.2 $115.06 5.71   6.20   6.55 18.6x 17.6x Kalton 

Financial Services                                 
  Bank of America Corporation BAC 1/M Dec. $19 - $11 $191,667.2 $18.76 1.31   1.45   1.60 12.9x 11.7x Burnell 

  Franklin Resources, Inc. BEN 1/M Sep. 42 - 31 21,585.9 37.85 3.29   2.94   2.75 12.9x 13.8x Harris 
  KCG Holdings Inc. KCG 1/M Dec. 16 - 10 1,186.2 13.65 0.61   0.80   1.80 17.1x 7.6x Harris 
  Marsh & McLennan Companies, Inc. MMC 1/M Dec. 69 - 51 34,984.8 67.80 3.05   3.38   3.78 20.1x 17.9x Greenspan 
  MetLife, Inc. MET 1/M Dec. 55 - 35 59,054.9 53.74 4.86   4.66   5.71 11.5x 9.4x Dargan 
  Webster Financial Corporation WBS 2/M Dec. 46 - 30 4,143.9 45.19 2.16   2.14   2.35 21.1x 19.2x Shaw 

Health Care                                 
  AmSurg Corp. AMSG 1/M Dec. $87 - $57 $3,414.9 $59.91 3.71   4.31   4.85 13.9x 12.4x Lieberman 
  Celgene Corp. CELG 1/O Dec. 127 - 93 96,944.8 121.06 4.71   5.93   7.15 20.4x 16.9x Birchenough 
  Envision Healthcare Holdings, Inc. EVHC 1/M V Dec. 30 - 18 3,801.6 19.80 1.28   1.39   1.66 14.2x 11.9x Lieberman 
  Humana Inc. HUM 1/M Dec. 194 - 150 29,105.6 192.88 8.14   9.50   11.00 20.3x 17.5x Costa 
  ICON plc ICLR 1/O Dec. 86 - 62 4,564.3 82.24 3.97   4.72   5.52 17.4x 14.9x Evans 
  Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc. TMO 1/M Dec. 161 - 120 60,860.2 154.35 7.39   8.26   9.35 18.7x 16.5x Evans 

Industrial                                 
  Gentex Corporation GNTX 1/U V Dec. $18 - $13 $4,924.0 $16.95 1.08   1.21   1.30 14.0x 13.0x Kwas 
  Hubbell Incorporated HUBB 1/M V Dec. 111 - 83 6,128.9 110.43 5.07   5.32   5.65 20.8x 19.5x Kwas 
  Lockheed Martin Corporation LMT 1/M Dec. 267 - 200 82,789.5 257.27 11.45   12.10   12.40 21.3x 20.7x Pearlstein 
  Terex Corporation TEX 1/M V Dec. 28 - 14 3,002.8 27.65 1.61   0.74   1.00 37.4x 27.6x Casey 
  Westinghouse Air Brake Technologies 

Corporation 
WAB 1/M Dec. 86 - 60 7,622.2 84.41 4.10   4.04   4.30 20.9x 19.6x Poliniak-Cusic 

Media & Telecommunications                                 
  Comcast Corporation CMCSA 1/O Dec. $68 - $52 $171,082.8 $65.10 3.24   3.48   3.73 18.7x 17.5x Ryvicker 

  Sprint Corporation S 1/M V Mar. 7 - 2 21,218.8 7.08 (0.50)   (0.20)   (0.13) NM NM Fritzsche 
Real Estate, Gaming, And Lodging                                 

  CoreCivic, Inc. CXW 2/M Dec. $35 - $13 $2,331.6 $19.81 2.69   2.60   2.23 7.6x 8.9x LaQuaglia 
  Penn National Gaming, Inc. PENN 1/M Dec. 18 - 12 1,174.3 12.99 0.01   1.09   1.11 11.9x 11.7x McKnight 
  Pinnacle Entertainment, Inc. PNK 2/M Dec. 14 - 10 823.9 13.31 1.60   0.49   0.45 27.2x 29.6x McKnight 

Technology & Services                                 
  CSRA, Inc. CSRA 1/O V Mar. $33 - $21 $4,896.8 $29.95 1.58   1.95   2.04 15.4x 14.7x Caso 

Source: FactSet, First Call, Wells Fargo Securities, LLC Estimates NE=No Estimate, NA=Not Available, NM=Not Meaningful 
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BOND DATA 

Analyst Issuer FI Ticker Maturity Security Type CUSIP WFS 
Recommendation Ratings Amount 

Outs. (MM) 
Recent Bid 

 ($) YTW (%) OAS 

Black CCO, LLC CHTR 7/23/2025 4.908% Sr. Notes 161175AT1 Outperform Ba1 / BBB 4,500 106.70 3.96 190 

Payne Enbridge Energy Partners LP EEP 10/15/2025 5.875% St. Notes 29250R0RAW6 Outperform Baa3 / BBB 500 112.40 4.16 209 

Payne Energy Transfer Partners LP ETP 1/15/2026 4.75% Sr. Notes 29273RBG3 Outperform Baa3 / BBB- 1,000 102.11 4.46 235 

Patel Exelon Corp EXC 6/15/2042 5.6% Sr. Notes EJ5075001 Outperform Baa2 / BBB 788 98.06 5.75 309 
McClure GEO Group Inc/The GEO 4/15/2026 6.0% Sr. Notes 36162JAB2 Outperform B1 / B+ /*- 350 95.75 6.61 447 

Farrell Golden Nugget Escrow. Inc. GOLDNU 12/1/2021 8.5% Sr. Notes 381131AA9 Outperform Caa1 / B- 295 104.50 6.83 537 

Hauff Hartford Financial Services Gr HIG 4/15/2022 5.125% Sr. Notes 416518AB4 Outperform Baa2 / BBB+ 800 113.10 2.52 85 

Brown IASIS Healthcare Corp IAS 5/15/2019 8.375% Sr. Notes 45072PAD4 Outperform Caa1 / CCC+ 850 87.50 14.53 1348 

Duvick Coca-Cola Co/The KO 9/1/2026 2.25% Sr. Notes 191216BZ2 Underperform Aa3 / AA- 1,000 96.76 2.63 43 

Dunn Lockheed Martin Corp LMT 1/15/2026 3.55% Sr. Notes QJ8045479 Outperform Baa1 / BBB+ 2,000 103.88 3.05 92 

Dunn Martin Marietta Materials Inc MLM 7/2/2024 4.25% Sr. Notes EK6161591 Outperform Ba1 / BBB+ 400 102.82 3.81 180 

Duvick Altria Group Inc MO 9/16/2026 2.625% Sr. Notes 02209SAU7 Underperform A3 / A- 500 97.64 2.90 70 

Dunn Nucor Corp NUE 8/1/2023 4.0% Sr. Notes EJ7684347 Market Perform Baa1 / A- 500 105.74 3.01 111 

Patel PSEG Power, LLC PEG 4/15/2031 8.625% Sr. Notes EC4939798 Underperform Baa1 / BBB+ 500 127.67 5.77 352 

Hauff Principal Financial Group Inc PFG 11/15/2026 3.1% Sr. Notes 74251VAM4 Outperform Baa1 / BBB+ 350 98.40 3.29 109 

Hebert Sprint Corporation S 2/15/2025 7.625% Sr. Notes 85207UAJ4 Outperform Caa1 / B 1,500 100.25 7.58 558 

Payne Sunoco Logistics Partners LP SXL 7/15/2026 3.9% Sr. Notes 86765BAT6 Outperform Baa3 / BBB 550 100.98 3.77 161 

Deterding Teck Resources Ltd TCKBCN 10/1/2035 6.125% Sr. Notes 878742AE5 Outperform B3 / B+ 609 98.32 6.28 385 

Duvick Tyson Foods Inc TSN 8/15/2024 3.95% Sr. Notes 902494AX1 Underperform Baa3 /*+ / BBB 1,250 104.03 3.34 132 

Black Time Warner Cable TWC 2/1/2020 5.0% 1st-Lien 
Notes 88732JAW8 Outperform Ba1 / BBB 1,500 107.45 2.56 130 

Deterding United States Steel Corp X 4/1/2020 7.375% Sr. Notes 912909AF5 Outperform Caa1 / B 437 103.15 6.32 504 

Sources: Wells Fargo Securities and Bloomberg 
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REQUIRED DISCLOSURES—EQUITY 
 

Additional information is available on request. 

 This is a compendium report, to view current important disclosures and other certain content related to the securities recommended in this 
publication, please go to https://www.wellsfargoresearch.com/Disclosures or send an email to: equityresearch1@wellsfargo.com or a 
written request to Wells Fargo Securities Research Publications, 7 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, MD 21202.  
Wells Fargo Securities, LLC does not compensate its research analysts based on specific investment banking transactions. Wells Fargo 
Securities, LLC’s research analysts receive compensation that is based upon and impacted by the overall profitability and revenue of the 
firm, which includes, but is not limited to investment banking revenue. 
STOCK RATING 
1=Outperform: The stock appears attractively valued, and we believe the stock’s total return will exceed that of the market over the next 
12 months. BUY 
2=Market Perform: The stock appears appropriately valued, and we believe the stock’s total return will be in line with the market over 
the next 12 months. HOLD 
3=Underperform: The stock appears overvalued, and we believe the stock’s total return will be below the market over the next 12 
months. SELL 
SECTOR RATING 
O=Overweight: Industry expected to outperform the relevant broad market benchmark over the next 12 months. 
M=Market Weight: Industry expected to perform in-line with the relevant broad market benchmark over the next 12 months. 
U=Underweight: Industry expected to underperform the relevant broad market benchmark over the next 12 months. 
VOLATILITY RATING 
V = A stock is defined as volatile if the stock price has fluctuated by +/-20% or greater in at least 8 of the past 24 months or if the analyst 
expects significant volatility. All IPO stocks are automatically rated volatile within the first 24 months of trading. 

As of: 11/14/2016   
42% of companies covered by Wells Fargo Securities, LLC Equity Research are 
rated Outperform. 

Wells Fargo Securities, LLC has provided investment banking services for 
40% of its Outperform-rated companies. 

55% of companies covered by Wells Fargo Securities, LLC Equity Research are 
rated Market Perform. 

Wells Fargo Securities, LLC has provided investment banking services for 26% 
of its Market Perform-rated companies. 

2% of companies covered by Wells Fargo Securities, LLC Equity Research are 
rated Underperform. 

Wells Fargo Securities, LLC has provided investment banking services for 12% 
of its Underperform-rated companies. 

Important Disclosure for International Clients 
EEA – The securities and related financial instruments described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain 
categories of investors. For recipients in the EEA, this report is distributed by Wells Fargo Securities International Limited (“WFSIL”). WFSIL 
is a U.K. incorporated investment firm authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. For the purposes of Section 21 of the 
UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“the Act”), the content of this report has been approved by WFSIL a regulated person under 
the Act. WFSIL does not deal with retail clients as defined in the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2007. The FCA rules made under 
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 for the protection of retail clients will therefore not apply, nor will the Financial Services 
Compensation Scheme be available. This report is not intended for, and should not be relied upon by, retail clients. 
Australia – Wells Fargo Securities, LLC is exempt from the requirements to hold an Australian financial services license in respect of the 
financial services it provides to wholesale clients in Australia. Wells Fargo Securities, LLC is regulated under U.S. laws which differ from 
Australian laws. Any offer or documentation provided to Australian recipients by Wells Fargo Securities, LLC in the course of providing the 
financial services will be prepared in accordance with the laws of the United States and not Australian laws. 
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Canada – This report is distributed in Canada by Wells Fargo Securities Canada, Ltd., a registered investment dealer in Canada and 
member of the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (IIROC) and Canadian Investor Protection Fund (CIPF). Wells Fargo 
Securities, LLC’s research analysts may participate in company events such as site visits but are generally prohibited from accepting 
payment or reimbursement by the subject companies for associated expenses unless pre-authorized by members of Research Management. 
Hong Kong – This report is issued and distributed in Hong Kong by Wells Fargo Securities Asia Limited (“WFSAL”), a Hong Kong 
incorporated investment firm licensed and regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong (“the SFC”) to carry on types 
1, 4, 6 and 9 regulated activities (as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571 of The Laws of Hong Kong), “the SFO”). This 
report is not intended for, and should not be relied on by, any person other than professional investors (as defined in the SFO). Any 
securities and related financial instruments described herein are not intended for sale, nor will be sold, to any person other than 
professional investors (as defined in the SFO). The author or authors of this report is or are not licensed by the SFC. Professional investors 
who receive this report should direct any queries regarding its contents to Mark Jones at WFSAL (email: wfsalresearch@wellsfargo.com ). 
Japan – This report is distributed in Japan by Wells Fargo Securities (Japan) Co., Ltd, registered with the Kanto Local Finance Bureau to 
conduct broking and dealing of type 1 and type 2 financial instruments and agency or intermediary service for entry into investment 
advisory or discretionary investment contracts. This report is intended for distribution only to professional investors (Tokutei Toushika) and 
is not intended for, and should not be relied upon by, ordinary customers (Ippan Toushika). 
The ratings stated on the document are not provided by rating agencies registered with the Financial Services Agency of Japan (JFSA) but 
by group companies of JFSA-registered rating agencies.  These group companies may include Moody’s Investors Services Inc., Standard & 
Poor’s Rating Services and/or Fitch Ratings. Any decisions to invest in securities or transactions should be made after reviewing policies and 
methodologies used for assigning credit ratings and assumptions, significance and limitations of the credit ratings stated on the respective 
rating agencies’ websites. 
About Wells Fargo Securities 
Wells Fargo Securities is the trade name for the capital markets and investment banking services of Wells Fargo & Company and its 
subsidiaries, including but not limited to Wells Fargo Securities, LLC, a U.S. broker-dealer registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission and a member of NYSE, FINRA, NFA and SIPC, Wells Fargo Prime Services, LLC, a member of FINRA, NFA and SIPC,  
Wells Fargo Securities Canada, Ltd., a member of IIROC and CIPF, Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. and Wells Fargo Securities International Limited, 
authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
This report is for your information only and is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, the securities or instruments named or 
described in this report. Interested parties are advised to contact the entity with which they deal, or the entity that provided this report to 
them, if they desire further information. The information in this report has been obtained or derived from sources believed by Wells Fargo 
Securities, LLC, to be reliable, but Wells Fargo Securities, LLC does not represent that this information is accurate or complete. Any opinions 
or estimates contained in this report represent the judgment of Wells Fargo Securities, LLC, at this time, and are subject to change without 
notice. All Wells Fargo Securities research reports published by its Global Research Department (“WFS Research”) are disseminated and 
available to all clients simultaneously through electronic publication to our internal client websites. Additional distribution may be done by 
sales personnel via email, fax or regular mail. Clients may also receive our research via third party vendors. Not all research content is 
redistributed to our clients or available to third-party aggregators, nor is WFS Research responsible for the redistribution of our research by 
third party aggregators. For research or other data available on a particular security, please contact your sales representative or go to 
http://www.wellsfargoresearch.com. For the purposes of the U.K. Financial Conduct Authority’s rules, this report constitutes impartial 
investment research. Each of Wells Fargo Securities, LLC and Wells Fargo Securities International Limited is a separate legal entity and 
distinct from affiliated banks.  
Copyright © 2016 Wells Fargo Securities, LLC  
SECURITIES: NOT FDIC-INSURED/NOT BANK-GUARANTEED/MAY LOSE VALUE 
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This is a compendium report, to view current important disclosures and other certain content related to the securities recommended in this 
publication, please go to https://www.wellsfargoresearch.com/Disclosures or send an email to: wellsfargoresearch@wellsfargo.com or a 
written request to Wells Fargo Securities Research Publications, 300 South College Street 7th floor, Charlotte, NC 28202. 
Analyst’s Certification 
The research analyst(s) principally responsible for the report certifies to the following: all views expressed in this research report accurately 
reflect the analysts’ personal views about any and all of the subject securities or issuers discussed; and no part of the research analysts’ 
compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by the research 
analyst(s) in this research report. 
Important Disclosures Relating to Conflicts of Interest and Potential Conflicts of Interest 
Wells Fargo Securities does not compensate its research analysts based on specific investment banking transactions. Wells Fargo Securities 
research analysts receive compensation that is based on and affected by the overall profitability of their respective department and the 
firm, which includes, but is not limited to, investment banking revenue. Wells Fargo Securities may sell or buy the subject securities 
to/from customers on a principal basis or act as a liquidity provider in such securities.  
Wells Fargo Securities Fixed Income Research analysts interact with the firm’s trading and sales personnel in the ordinary course of 
business. The firm trades or may trade as a principal in the securities or related derivatives mentioned herein. The firm’s interests may 
conflict with the interests of investors in those instruments. 
Company Recommendation Definitions 
Outperform: The bond’s or issuer’s spreads and/or returns are expected to exceed the spread performance or the return of the analyst’s 
industry (or industry team’s) coverage universe, on a risk-adjusted basis over the next 6-12 months. BUY 
Market Perform: The bond’s or issuer’s spreads and/or returns are expected to be in line with the spread performance or the return of the 
analyst’s industry (or industry team’s) coverage universe, on a risk-adjusted basis over the next 6-12 months. HOLD 
Underperform: The bond’s or issuer’s spreads and/or returns are expected to be below the spread performance or the return of the 
analyst’s industry (or industry team’s) coverage universe, on a risk-adjusted basis over the next 6-12 months. SELL 
Sector Recommendation Definitions 
Overweight: The performance of the industry over the next 6-12 months is expected to outperform the relevant broad market benchmark. 
Market Weight: The performance of the industry over the next 6-12 months is expected to be in line with the relevant broad market 
benchmark. 
Underweight: The performance of the industry over the next 6-12 months is expected to underperform the relevant broad market 
benchmark. 
About Wells Fargo Securities 
Wells Fargo Securities is the global brand name for the capital markets and investment banking services of Wells Fargo & Company and its 
subsidiaries, including but not limited to Wells Fargo Securities, LLC, a U.S. broker-dealer registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission and a member of NYSE, FINRA, NFA and SIPC, Wells Fargo Prime Services, LLC, a member of FINRA, NFA and SIPC,  
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. and Wells Fargo Securities International Limited, a U.K. entity investment firm authorized and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority. The Wells Fargo Securities legal entity that takes responsibility for the production of the Product is the legal 
entity which the first named author is employed by. Non-US analysts may not be associated persons of Wells Fargo Securities, LLC. and 
therefore may not be subject to FINRA Rule 2242 restrictions on communications with subject company, public appearances and trading 
securities by the analysts, but will be subject to their own local regulatory requirements. 
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Notice to U.S. Investors 
Unless prohibited by the provisions of Regulation S of the 1933 Act, this material is distributed in the U.S., by Wells Fargo Securities, LLC, 
which takes responsibility for its contents in accordance with the provisions of Rule 15a-6 and the guidance thereunder, under the U.S. 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Any transactions in securities identified herein may be effected only with or through Wells Fargo 
Securities, LLC. 
 

Important Information for Non-U.S. Clients 
EEA 
The securities and related financial instruments described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of 
investors. For recipients in the EEA, Wells Fargo Securities International Limited (“WFSIL”) disseminates Research which has been approved 
for the purposes of Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“the Act”). WFSIL is a U.K. incorporated investment firm 
authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. For the purposes of Section 21 of the Act, WFSIL does not deal with retail 
clients.  The FCA rules made under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 for the protection of retail clients will therefore not apply, 
nor will the Financial Services Compensation Scheme be available. This report is not intended for, and should not be relied upon by, retail 
clients. 
Australia 
Each of Wells Fargo Securities, LLC, Wells Fargo Securities Asia Limited and Wells Fargo Securities International Limited is exempt from the 
requirements to hold an Australian financial services license in respect of the financial services it provides to wholesale clients in Australia. 
Wells Fargo Securities, LLC is regulated under U.S. laws, Wells Fargo Securities Asia Limited is regulated under Hong Kong law, and  
Wells Fargo Securities International Limited is regulated under U.K. law, all of which differ from Australian laws. Any offer or documentation 
provided to Australian recipients by Wells Fargo Securities in the course of providing the financial services will be prepared in accordance 
with the laws of the United States, Hong Kong or U.K. and not Australian laws. 
Hong Kong 
This report is issued and distributed in Hong Kong by Wells Fargo Securities Asia Limited (“WFSAL”), a Hong Kong incorporated investment 
firm licensed and regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission to carry on types 1, 4, 6 and 9 regulated activities (as defined in the 
Securities and Futures Ordinance [Cap. 571 of The Laws of Hong Kong], “the SFO”). This report is not intended for, and should not be relied 
on by, any person other than professional investors (as defined in the SFO). Any securities and related financial instruments described 
herein are not intended for sale, nor will be sold, to any person other than professional investors (as defined in the SFO). The author or 
authors of this report is or are not licensed by the SFC. Professional investors who receive this report should direct any queries regarding its 
contents to Mark Jones at WFSAL (email: wfsalresearch@wellsfargo.com). 
Japan 
This report is distributed in Japan by Wells Fargo Securities (Japan) Co., Ltd, registered with the Kanto Local Finance Bureau to conduct 
broking and dealing of type 1 and type 2 financial instruments and agency or intermediary service for entry into investment advisory or 
discretionary investment contracts. This report is intended for distribution only to professional investors (Tokutei Toushika) and is not 
intended for, and should not be relied upon by, ordinary customers (Ippan Toushika).  
The ratings stated on the document are not provided by rating agencies registered with the Financial Services Agency of Japan (JFSA) but 
by group companies of JFSA-registered rating agencies. These group companies may include Moody’s Investors Services Inc, Standard & 
Poor’s Rating Services and/or Fitch Ratings. Any decisions to invest in securities or transactions should be made after reviewing policies and 
methodologies used for assigning credit ratings and assumptions, significance and limitations of the credit ratings stated on the respective 
rating agencies’ websites. 
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Distribution of Recommendations 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This report, IDs, additional disclosure information and passwords are available at www.wellsfargoresearch.com. 
This report is for your information only and is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, the securities or instruments named or 
described in this report. Interested parties are advised to contact the Wells Fargo entity in their local jurisdiction with which they deal, or 
the entity that provided this report to them, if they desire further information or if they wish to effect transactions in the security discussed 
in this report. The information in this report has been obtained or derived from sources believed by Wells Fargo Securities, to be reliable, 
but Wells Fargo Securities does not represent that this information is accurate or complete. Certain text, images, graphics, screenshots and 
audio or video clips included in this report are protected by copyright law and owned by third parties (collectively, “Third Party Content”).  
Third Party Content is made available to clients by Wells Fargo under license or otherwise in accordance with applicable law. Any use or 
publication of Third Party Content included in this report for purposes other than fair use requires permission from the copyright owner. 
Certain website links included in this publication are not maintained, controlled or operated by Wells Fargo Securities. Wells Fargo Securities 
does not provide the products and services on these external websites and the views expressed on these websites do not necessarily 
represent those of Wells Fargo Securities. Please review the applicable privacy and security policies and terms and conditions for the 
website you are visiting. Credit Strategists focus on investment themes across the credit markets and sectors. Any discussion within a 
Credit Strategy report of specific securities is not intended to provide a fundamental analysis of any individual company described therein. 
The information provided in Credit Strategy reports is subject to change without notice, and investors should not expect continuing 
information or additional reports relating to any security described therein. Any opinions or estimates contained in this report represent the 
judgment of Wells Fargo Securities at this time, and are subject to change without notice. For the purposes of the U.K. Financial Conduct 
Authority’s rules, this report constitutes impartial investment and substantive research. Each of Wells Fargo Securities, LLC, and  
Wells Fargo Securities International Limited is a separate legal entity and distinct from affiliated banks. Copyright © 2016 Wells Fargo 
Securities, LLC. 
 
SECURITIES: NOT FDIC-INSURED * NOT BANK-GUARANTEED * MAY LOSE VALUE 
 
 

As of 11/14/16   

30.9% of issuers and securities covered by Wells Fargo Securities 
Fixed Income Research are rated Outperform. 

Wells Fargo Securities has provided investment banking services for 
22.2% of its Fixed Income Outperform-rated issuers. 

51.5% of issuers and securities covered by Wells Fargo Securities 
Fixed Income Research are rated Market Perform. 

Wells Fargo Securities has provided investment banking services for 
22.6% of its Fixed Income Market Perform-rated issuers. 

17.6% of issuers and securities covered by Wells Fargo Securities 
Fixed Income Research are rated Underperform. 

Wells Fargo Securities has provided investment banking services for 
16.1% of its Fixed Income Underperform-rated issuers. 
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This report was prepared by Wells Fargo Securities, LLC. 
 

About Wells Fargo Securities, LLC 
Wells Fargo Securities is the trade name for the capital markets and investment banking services of Wells Fargo & Company and its 
subsidiaries, including but not limited to Wells Fargo Securities, LLC, a U.S. broker-dealer registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission and a member of NYSE, FINRA, NFA and SIPC, Wells Fargo Institutional Securities, LLC, a member of FINRA and SIPC,  
Wells Fargo Prime Services, LLC, a member of FINRA, NFA and SIPC, Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. and Wells Fargo Securities International 
Limited, authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.  
 

Important Information for Non-U.S. Recipients 
 

EEA 
The securities and related financial instruments described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of 
investors. For recipients in the EEA, this report is distributed by Wells Fargo Securities International Limited (“WFSIL”). WFSIL is a U.K. 
incorporated investment firm authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. For the purposes of Section 21 of the UK 
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“the Act”), the content of this report has been approved by WFSIL a regulated person under the 
Act. WFSIL does not deal with retail clients as defined in the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2007. This research is not intended 
for, and should not be relied upon, by retail clients. The FCA rules made under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 for the 
protection of retail clients will therefore not apply, nor will the Financial Services Compensation Scheme be available. 
Australia 
Wells Fargo Securities, LLC is exempt from the requirements to hold an Australian financial services license in respect of the financial 
services it provides to wholesale clients in Australia. Wells Fargo Securities, LLC is regulated under U.S. laws which differ from Australian 
laws. Any offer or documentation provided to Australian recipients by Wells Fargo Securities, LLC in the course of providing the financial 
services will be prepared in accordance with the laws of the United States and not Australian laws. 
Hong Kong 
This report is issued and distributed in Hong Kong by Wells Fargo Securities Asia Limited (“WFSAL”), a Hong Kong incorporated investment 
firm licensed and regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission to carry on types 1, 4, 6 and 9 regulated activities (as defined in the 
Securities and Futures Ordinance, “the SFO”). This report is not intended for, and should not be relied on by, any person other than 
professional investors (as defined in the SFO). Any securities and related financial instruments described herein are not intended for sale, 
nor will be sold, to any person other than professional investors (as defined in the SFO). 
Japan 
This report is distributed in Japan by Wells Fargo Securities (Japan) Co., Ltd, registered with the Kanto Local Finance Bureau to conduct 
broking and dealing of type 1 and type 2 financial instruments and agency or intermediary service for entry into investment advisory or 
discretionary investment contracts. This report is intended for distribution only to professional investors (Tokutei Toushika) and is not 
intended for, and should not be relied upon by, ordinary customers (Ippan Toushika). 
 
 
 
 

REQUIRED DISCLOSURES—MUNICIPAL BONDS 
 

Additional information is available on request. 
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The ratings stated on the document are not provided by rating agencies registered with the Financial Services Agency of Japan (JFSA) but 
by group companies of JFSA-registered rating agencies. These group companies may include Moody’s Investors Services Inc, Standard & 
Poor’s Rating Services and/or Fitch Ratings. Any decisions to invest in securities or transactions should be made after reviewing policies and 
methodologies used for assigning credit ratings and assumptions, significance and limitations of the credit ratings stated on the respective 
rating agencies’ websites. 
 

Important Disclosures Relating to Conflicts of Interest and Potential Conflicts of Interest 
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., Wells Fargo Securities, LLC and certain of their affiliates are registered municipal securities dealers and may trade 
the securities named herein on a principal or agency basis, may act as underwriter for one or more of the issuers or securities named 
herein and may receive compensation for such services or other investment banking services provided to one or more of the issuers named 
herein. Wells Fargo Securities, LLC Municipal Research analysts interact with the firm’s trading and sales personnel in the ordinary course of 
business. 
 

Wells Fargo Securities, LLC does not compensate its research analysts based on specific investment banking transactions. Wells Fargo 
Securities, LLC research analysts receive compensation that is based on and affected by the overall profitability of their respective 
department and the firm, which includes, but is not limited to, investment banking revenue. 
 
Analyst’s Certification 
The research analyst(s) principally responsible for the report certifies to the following: all views expressed in this research report accurately 
reflect the analysts’ personal views about any and all of the subject securities or issuers discussed; and no part of the research analysts’ 
compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by the research 
analyst(s) in this research report. 
 

This report, IDs, and passwords are available at www.wellsfargoresearch.com 
Securities discussed herein may be rated below investment grade and should therefore only be considered for inclusion in accounts 
qualified for speculative investment. 
 

This report is for your information only and is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, the securities or instruments named or 
described in this report. Interested parties are advised to contact the Wells Fargo entity in their local jurisdiction with which they deal, or 
the entity that provided this report to them, if they desire further information or if they wish to effect transactions in the security discussed 
in this report. The information in this report has been obtained or derived from sources believed by Wells Fargo Securities, to be reliable, 
but Wells Fargo Securities does not represent that this information is accurate or complete. Certain text, images, graphics, screenshots and 
audio or video clips included in this report are protected by copyright law and owned by third parties (collectively, “Third Party Content”).  
Third Party Content is made available to clients by Wells Fargo under license or otherwise in accordance with applicable law. Any use or 
publication of Third Party Content included in this report for purposes other than fair use requires permission from the copyright owner. 
Certain website links included in this publication are not maintained, controlled or operated by Wells Fargo Securities. Wells Fargo Securities 
does not provide the products and services on these external websites and the views expressed on these websites do not necessarily 
represent those of Wells Fargo Securities. Please review the applicable privacy and security policies and terms and conditions for the 
website you are visiting. Any opinions or estimates contained in this report represent the judgment of Wells Fargo Securities at this time, 
and are subject to change without notice. For the purposes of the U.K. Financial Conduct Authority’s rules, this report constitutes impartial 
investment and substantive research. Each of Wells Fargo Securities, LLC, and Wells Fargo Securities International Limited is a separate 
legal entity and distinct from affiliated banks. Copyright © 2016 Wells Fargo Securities, LLC. 
 
SECURITIES: NOT FDIC-INSURED * NOT BANK-GUARANTEED * MAY LOSE VALUE 
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Analyst’s Certification 
The research analyst(s) principally responsible for the report certifies to the following: all views expressed in this research report accurately 
reflect the analysts’ personal views about any and all of the subject securities or issuers discussed; and no part of the research analysts’ 
compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by the research 
analyst(s) in this research report. 
Important Disclosures Relating to Conflicts of Interest and Potential Conflicts of Interest 
Wells Fargo Securities does not compensate its research analysts based on specific investment banking transactions. Wells Fargo Securities 
research analysts receive compensation that is based on and affected by the overall profitability of their respective department and the 
firm, which includes, but is not limited to, investment banking revenue. Wells Fargo Securities may sell or buy the subject securities 
to/from customers on a principal basis or act as a liquidity provider in such securities.  
Wells Fargo Securities Fixed Income Research analysts interact with the firm’s trading and sales personnel in the ordinary course of 
business. The firm trades or may trade as a principal in the securities or related derivatives mentioned herein. The firm’s interests may 
conflict with the interests of investors in those instruments. 
About Wells Fargo Securities 
Wells Fargo Securities is the global brand name for the capital markets and investment banking services of Wells Fargo & Company and its 
subsidiaries, including but not limited to Wells Fargo Securities, a U.S. broker-dealer registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission and a member of NYSE, FINRA, NFA and SIPC, Wells Fargo Prime Services, a member of FINRA, NFA and SIPC, Wells Fargo 
Bank, N.A. and Wells Fargo Securities International Limited, a U.K. entity investment firm authorized and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority. The Wells Fargo Securities legal entity that takes responsibility for the production of the Product is the legal entity which 
the first named author is employed by. Non-US analysts may not be associated persons of Wells Fargo Securities. and therefore may not be 
subject to FINRA Rule 2242 restrictions on communications with subject company, public appearances and trading securities by the 
analysts, but will be subject to their own local regulatory requirements. 
Notice to U.S. Investors 
Unless prohibited by the provisions of Regulation S of the 1933 Act, this material is distributed in the U.S., by Wells Fargo Securities, which 
takes responsibility for its contents in accordance with the provisions of Rule 15a-6 and the guidance thereunder, under the U.S. Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934. Any transactions in securities identified herein may be effected only with or through Wells Fargo Securities. 
Important Information for Non-U.S. Clients 
EEA 
The securities and related financial instruments described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of 
investors. For recipients in the EEA, Wells Fargo Securities International Limited (“WFSIL”) disseminates Research which has been approved 
for the purposes of Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“the Act”). WFSIL is a U.K. incorporated investment firm 
authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. For the purposes of Section 21 of the Act, WFSIL does not deal with retail 
clients.  The FCA rules made under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 for the protection of retail clients will therefore not apply, 
nor will the Financial Services Compensation Scheme be available. This report is not intended for, and should not be relied upon by, retail 
clients. 
 
 
 
 

REQUIRED DISCLOSURES—GLOBAL RATE STRATEGY 
 

Additional information is available on request. 
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Australia 
Each of Wells Fargo Securities, Wells Fargo Securities Asia Limited and Wells Fargo Securities International Limited is exempt from the 
requirements to hold an Australian financial services license in respect of the financial services it provides to wholesale clients in Australia. 
Wells Fargo Securities is regulated under U.S. laws, Wells Fargo Securities Asia Limited is regulated under Hong Kong law, and Wells Fargo 
Securities International Limited is regulated under U.K. law, all of which differ from Australian laws. Any offer or documentation provided to 
Australian recipients by Wells Fargo Securities in the course of providing the financial services will be prepared in accordance with the laws 
of the United States, Hong Kong or U.K. and not Australian laws. 
Hong Kong 
This report is issued and distributed in Hong Kong by Wells Fargo Securities Asia Limited (“WFSAL”), a Hong Kong incorporated investment 
firm licensed and regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission to carry on types 1, 4, 6 and 9 regulated activities (as defined in the 
Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571 of The Laws of Hong Kong), “the SFO”). This report is not intended for, and should not be relied 
on by, any person other than professional investors (as defined in the SFO). Any securities and related financial instruments described 
herein are not intended for sale, nor will be sold, to any person other than professional investors (as defined in the SFO). The author or 
authors of this report is or are not licensed by the SFC. Professional investors who receive this report should direct any queries regarding its 
contents to Mark Jones at WFSAL (email: wfsalresearch@wellsfargo.com ). 
Japan 
This report is distributed in Japan by Wells Fargo Securities (Japan) Co., Ltd, registered with the Kanto Local Finance Bureau to conduct 
broking and dealing of type 1 and type 2 financial instruments and agency or intermediary service for entry into investment advisory or 
discretionary investment contracts. This report is intended for distribution only to professional investors (Tokutei Toushika) and is not 
intended for, and should not be relied upon by, ordinary customers (Ippan Toushika).  
The ratings stated on the document are not provided by rating agencies registered with the Financial Services Agency of Japan (JFSA) but 
by group companies of JFSA-registered rating agencies.  These group companies may include Moody’s Investors Services Inc, Standard & 
Poor’s Rating Services and/or Fitch Ratings. Any decisions to invest in securities or transactions should be made after reviewing policies and 
methodologies used for assigning credit ratings and assumptions, significance and limitations of the credit ratings stated on the respective 
rating agencies’ websites. 
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This report, IDs, additional disclosure information and passwords are available at www.wellsfargoresearch.com. 

This report is for your information only and is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, the securities or instruments named or 
described in this report. Interested parties are advised to contact the Wells Fargo entity in their local jurisdiction with which they deal, or 
the entity that provided this report to them, if they desire further information or if they wish to effect transactions in the security discussed 
in this report. The information in this report has been obtained or derived from sources believed by Wells Fargo Securities, to be reliable, 
but Wells Fargo Securities does not represent that this information is accurate or complete. Certain text, images, graphics, screenshots and 
audio or video clips included in this report are protected by copyright law and owned by third parties (collectively, “Third Party Content”). 
Third Party Content is made available to clients by Wells Fargo under license or otherwise in accordance with applicable law. Any use or 
publication of Third Party Content included in this report for purposes other than fair use requires permission from the copyright owner. 
Certain website links included in this publication are not maintained, controlled or operated by Wells Fargo Securities. Wells Fargo Securities 
does not provide the products and services on these external websites and the views expressed on these websites do not necessarily 
represent those of Wells Fargo Securities. Please review the applicable privacy and security policies and terms and conditions for the 
website you are visiting. Wells Fargo Securities, LLC ("WFS") is registered with the Commodities Futures Trading Commission as a futures 
commission merchant and is a member in good standing of the National Futures Association. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. ("WFBNA") is 
registered with the Commodities Futures Trading Commission as a swap dealer and is a member in good standing of the National Futures 
Association. WFS and WFBNA are generally engaged in the trading of futures and derivative products, any of which may be discussed within 
this publication. Any discussion within a Rates Strategy report of specific securities is not intended to provide a fundamental analysis of any 
individual issuer described therein. Any opinions or estimates contained in this report represent the judgment of WFS at this time, and are 
subject to change without notice. Investors should not expect continuing information or additional reports relating to any security described 
therein. For the purposes of the U.K. Financial Conduct Authority’s rules, this report constitutes impartial investment and substantive 
research. Each of WFS and Wells Fargo Securities International Limited is a separate legal entity and distinct from affiliated banks. 
Copyright © 2016 Wells Fargo Securities. 
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